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FRONTI SPI ECE 
Female field" sparrow incubating. 
Photograph by R. E. Lawrence at 
Pat uxent Research Refuge on. 
June g* 1944. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Purpose 
The purpose of this investigation was to make an inten-
sive study in an attempt to gain informat1on on the life his-
tory and ecology of the field sparrow, Sp1zella pusilla 
pusilla (Wilson). This species was chosen for four reasons: 
1. There has been very little intensive study of this 
species. 
2. It is a common species over a large part of the 
United States. 
3. It is a species that breeds commonly in this section 
. 
of the country. 
4. It is a bird that is comparatively easy to follow 
since its territory is not extens1ve and it fre-
quents an open type of land. 
Descr1pt1on of Area Stud1ed 
The princ1pal area stud1ed 1s th1rty-one acres of aban-
coned pasture land at Ames, Iowa (F1gure 1). It is virg1n 
prairie soil and has been used as a pasture for many years 
1nclud1ng the summer previous to this study. The terrain 
is very rolling and includes three separate hills. An oak 
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woods borders half of the southern part of the area with a 
heavily grazed pasture on the remaining part of that side. 
One quarter of the western edge 1s along an experimental corn 
field, the rest borders a timothy-clover field grazed by 
horses and oattle. And again to the north there is a corn 
field and a. pasture, while on the east the border 1s divided 
between corn, a small amount of timothy and a small shrubby-
l'loqded sectlon. 
The grassy cover of the area Itself ls mainly Kentucky 
blue-grass, ~ pratensis, in the valleys and on the hillEl6.es 
and needlegrass, Stipa spartea, on the hill tops. Some wIld 
barley, Hordeum Jubatum, was found ln the valleys while the 
:following plants grew mainly on the hillsides: prairie lark-
spur, Delphinium carolinianum, dalsy fleabane, Erigeron 
£smo6us, many flowered aster, Aster multiflora, honey vervain, 
Verbena strIata, harBh leafed golden rod, Solidago Betula, 
" . -
wild ind1go, Baptisia leucsntha, evening prImrose, Onagra 
bienn1s, b!n~weed, Pollgonum convolvulus and bull thistle, 
Cirsium lanceolatum. 
The south··,c:.entral to southeastern part of the area 1s 
level and is thickly grown with crabapple, Plrus ioensi.s and 
wild hawthorne, Crataegus mollis. Host ot the trees 1n this 
. area are from ten to twenty feet tall, much lnrger than the 
Bame speQles of trees in other sect10ns of the area. Each 
ot the eight small valleys have numerous hawthornes w1th a 
few crabapples interspersed. Often these trees are growing 
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in clumps, giving very thick cover, but they are also scat-
tered over the hillsides so there are no large areas of open 
land. The trees generally grow taller in the valleys than 
high on the h1lls1des. 
There are two small streams 1nside the area, both w1th 
streams feeding them. The smaller of the two streams or1g-
1nates near the northeast boundary except 1n very wet 
weather. Both streams flow in a southwesterly direct1on, the 
larger one feeding Squaw Creek twenty rods south of the lower 
boundary, and the smaller one spreading out into a small 
marshy area at the south central edge. Because ot the ex-
ceptionelly dry summer, both of these streams dr1ed up com-
pletely by August 21 and remained in that condition through 
the tall migration period. 
This area will be referred to as area A. 
Another area, which w1ll be referred to as area B, was 
studied to a lesser extent. It is a pasture which was used 
by fourteen COVE and 1ncludes about twenty-five acres. The 
lower part is in woodland but only the upper f1fteen acres 
were used by field -sparrows. The type of cover used by these 
b1rds was sparse with only occasional hawthorne shrubs that 
survived the grazing and trampling of the cows. Th1s area 
Was also hilly but not as rolling as area A. On the north 
side there is a 200 foot str1p of land overgrown with weeds. 
There are severa~ old apple trees scattered through this 
area. A sweet clover field bordered the upper half of the 
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western boundary. The southern border was div1ded between a 
woods and a corn f1eld. 
The predom1nant ground cover is Kentucky bluegrass. 
Hawthorne shrubs are scattered th1nly over the area, while 
the overstory consists mainly of English walnut, Juglans 
rupestris, cottonwood, Populus deltoides, and green ash, 
Frax1nus lanceolata. 
Time of Investigation 
The study took place from ea.rly April 1947 through the 
summer until the f1eld sparrowG left at the end of September 
of the Same year. Because or cla,sses in the spring I time 
spent 1n the field was limited to an hour or two on weekduys, 
end usually three, four or five hours on Sundays. From the 
middle of June through August full time was spent 1n the 
field. During most 01' the summer the birds were relative11 
1naotive in the heat of the afternoon, so most of the data 
logically came from morn1ng observations. 
Procedure 
Equipment and duties 
Area A, where the bulk of th1s study was carried out, 
was about one half mile from the nearest road and therefore 
w~s always approached on foot. This oiroumstance allowed 
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constant checkIng on the 1and surrounding the area for any 
possIble field eparrowmovement away from their territories. 
These Cases will be discussed later. 
From April to July all records were kept chronologically 
in a pocket size notebook. However, n cl1p board was used 
after this t1me and separate sheets were assigned for notes 
on each terrItory. These ind1vidual sheets were kept In 
chronologIcal order. Other equipment carr1ed included a pair 
of eight-power binoculars, camera and rule. 
From April to the middle of May most of the time was 
spent in stud7!ng the migration, locating territories and be-
coming as familiar as possIble wIth the habIts of the fIeld 
sparrows. The s~udy of habits was carried on throughout the 
season, but from Ma.y untIl the end of July the nesting suc-
cess and factors affectIng it were emphasIzed. DurIng August, 
an 1nvestigation of singing, of tall migration and of the pos-
sible complementary re1ationship between the goldf1nCh, 
Spinus trlstis tristis, and field sparrow waS undertaken. 
Once a terrItory had been located, a constant cheek was 
made to keep records of all nestIng actIvity that could be 
found. 
Procedure in determining type ot ne st B.cti vi tz 
It WaS necessary to be in the field in the early morning 
hours 1n order to study the birds when they were most active. 
After arrIving 1n the territory to be studied it was of first 
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Importa~ce to locate the field sparrows. Usually the ma1e 
could be found by his song or by searching the terrItorIal 
sections most frequented. If the female Was not with him a 
constant watch Was kept of the male. noting the time he wae 
firet seen. The female usually Joined h1m within twenty or 
thirty minutes. AttentIon was then shifted to the feme~e and 
she was closely followed. If she was nest-buildlng, lncubat-
lng or feeding young, her actions indicated this withIn 
twenty or thirty minutes ufter she Joined her mate. Copula-
tlon Was an add1t1onal sign tha.t she was probably nest-
building. Singing 1ntensity WeS also an 1ndication of nest-
ing activity. 
After find1ng a nest. care W8.S taken to keep trom mat -
~ng the surrounding vegetation and to v1sit 1t as infrequently 
as possible. These precautions were taken to reduce lose to 
predators which often follow 1n a human being's tracks. 
Numbering system of territories, blrds FJld nests 
Territor1es are numbered trom one through fifteen in 
area A and from Bl through B7 in area B. Numbering of the 
birds corresponds to the territories on which they resided. 
Males are indicated with the letter M and females with the 
letter F. For Instance, a male in· territory number 6 would 
be numbered 6M and the female on that Same terr1tory as 6F. 
Nests are also indicated by the number of the territory in 
whiCh they are located. The second number indicates its 
plaae In relation to the number ot neets previously built by 
that p8.Ir. The second nest built by 3F in her territory 
would be numbered 3-2. The "3" mesns it was built on number 
3 territory and the n2" shows th&t it WaS the second nect 
built by that pair. 
It is impossible to distinguish between the me~e and fe-
me~e field sparro\4f by coloratIon. or markings. This factor 
made it important to identIfy 1ndividuals by actions or song. 
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INVESTIGATION 
Spr1ng Arr1val 
Dates of arrival 
The first field sparrows to arrive were reported by Dr. 
George Hendr1ckson on Apr1l 5 and April 13. These were seen 
near h1s house 1n Ames. F1eld sparrows were first seen in 
s.rea A on Apr1l lS. There were three that da.y and four on 
April 20. On the following day twelve were seen but on Apri1 
22 only five were noted. It was windy and overcast, however, 
so the weather no doub~ made them inactIve and rather hard to 
find. The count rose AprIl 23 to fifteen then took another 
drop to s1x two days later. On the 26th seventeen were ob-
served, :fifteen the nex.t day, then twenty-one on April 2g. 
That count wa.s topped on April 30 with a total count of 
twenty-three birds. There were three distinct1ve drops in 
counts. The fIrst can be explained by weather but the other 
two occurred on warm qu1et days. It Ind1cates either poor ob-
servatIon or that a group of field sparrows had moved from 
the area in the process of their m1gratlon. 
Teble 1 lIsts arrIval dates for compar1son of the fIeld 
Sparrow migrat10n with that ot other species. 
April 20 
Apr11 22 
April 23 
April 2S 
Apr11 30 
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Table 1 
Migrat10n Dates of Several SpecIes 
fl1cker, Co1aptus e.uratus auratus, at height of 
migrat10n 
vesper sparrow, Pooecetes gramlneus gramlneus 
SwaJDp sparrow, l-1eloapi %a georgiana 
palm v.!arbler, Dendroica palmarum ;e~lm8.rum 
lark sparrow, Ohondestes grammacus grammacul!. 
chimney swift, Chaetura pe1ag1ca 
rough-winged swallow, Stelgldopteryx serrlpennls 
Comparison of migration to l'Teathercondi tiona 
From talk1ng to residents of Ames and from a general 
knowledge of bird migratlon, it seemed the.t the field sparrows, 
as well as many other species of birdS, arrived in their ter-
rltories later than usual this year. This WaS no doubt due to 
the cool and wet weather that prevailed throughout the spring 
(Figures 2, 3 and 4). For March the average max1mum temper-
ature was 40 degrees F., the average minimum was 24 degrees F. 
There were only four days when the temperature Was higher 
than 47 degrees F. Apr1l was naturally wa?mer w1th an aver-
age max1mum of 57.5 degrees F. and an average minimum ot 35.4 
degrees F. However, the dailY max1mum dld not go over 69 
--.j degrees Fahrenhe1t 
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degrees F. until April 26. Precipitation was quite heavy in 
Apr1l, totaling 5.44 inches for the month. The bulk of the 
field sparrows arrived in this area from April 20 to April 
2g. During this time the daily maximum temperatures were 
from 55 degrees F. to 75 degrees F. und the minimum averaged 
3g degrees F. No outstanding correlation e~~ b~ seen between 
their arrival and the temperatures. The temperature trend 
was slightly above average but only a very few degrees. The 
field sparrows did arrive, however, in a period in which 
there was no prec1p1tation. The heavy rains stopped on the 
19th and didn't begin again until the 29th. This exactly 
coincides with the bulk arrival ot field sparrows. 
Cases of flocking ",i th other soecies 
Only one instance was noted during spring migration 1n 
wh1ch field sparrows were seen movlng and feedlng as a part 
of a flock. Thls was on April 23 when two fleld sparrows 
were ln a flock of song sparrows, 11elospiza melodla melodia, 
and wh1te-throated sparrows, Zonotrichla alblcollls. 
The field Sparrows flocked up to a llttle greater degree 
for tall m1gratlon. Two of these blrds were seen ln a flock 
ot seven whlte-throated sparrows, ten Harrls sparrows and 
five Lincoln sparrows from September 23 to September 25. This 
was the last day any field sparrow was seen ln the viclnlty 
ot Ames. 
Generally field sparrows were not seen ln tlocks. They 
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dispersed quickly upon arriv&l in the spring and evidentally 
flocked some place away from the area studied in the fall. 
First Nesting Phase 
,Establishing territories. 
~~s. Nice (1943), p. 151, describes briefly the theory 
of territory 1n her work on the song sparrow: 
• • • that pairs are spaced through the pugnacity 
of males toward others of their own species and sex; 
that song a.nd display of plumage and other signals 
are a warning to other males and an invitation to a 
female; that males fight primarily for territory nnd 
not over mates; and finally that the owner of a ter-
ritory is nearly invincible in his territory. 
Field sparrows established territories quite soon after 
they arrived in the spring; however it was rather difficult 
to determine exactly how long they took to settle into a ter-
ritory. One way to help solve this problem would be to do 
1ntensive band1ng, starting as soon as the f1rst bird arrived 
from the south. Time for th1s research was quite limited 1n 
the spring, so this was. not done. A few examples and dates 
of field sparrows first observed on territories will be given. 
Several instances will elso be shown which illustrate cases 
where birds had not estab11shed territories. Territorial 
boundaries are quite flexible until all the males have ar-
rived. The earliest arrivals may be seen over areas three or 
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four times the size of the terrItory they Will later occupy. 
As each male arrives, the earlier arrivals are restricted 
more and more 1n their territor1al domain. However, they 
seem to give up their land quite easily as long as they are 
not closed 1n too tightly. 
The f1rst three field sparrows arr1ved in area A on 
April 18. Each ot these WaS by itself • 
• 
On April 21, 8M was f1rst identified by his 1nd1v1dual-
istic song. He WClS observed sInging 1n valley B. He was 
seen again the next day and on April 23 was mated. This Was 
the earliest terrItory established in the researCh area • 
. Two field sparrows were seen 1n valley E on Aprl~ 21, 22, 
2}, 25 and regu1arly after that (Figure 5). However, it was 
not poss1ble to identify the birds 1n that territory a8 1n-
divIduB~8 until the early part of May. It mB.y or may not 
have been the Same palr that was seen on eaCh Occasion. 
One field sparrow was seen on April 20 in va2ley D, but 
no singing was heard (Figure 6). On April 22 tl'/O 't .... ere 1n the 
same valley and by the nex,t day their act10ns ind1cuted that 
they were a pair, therefore had probably settlec.1. in that 
valley for the summer. 
The last two territories to be established were held by 
13M and 10M. Both first proclaimed ownership on Apr1l 28. 
The ear11est terri tory established W8.S on April 21 and 
the last on April 28, a time difference of only one week. 
There ere three instll11ces 1n wh1ch field spe.rrows were 
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FIgure 5. 
Plg:1lre 6. 
'!err1 ~:():1"Y number 1 
1il valley E: &:s it 
appeared wben the 
field sparrowsar-
rived. 
LOQ·k1.ns ae~s 
terrltm-yD\Qrl\lel' 2 
in valley D as l' 
app1!'are<ll: when· tAe 
field sparrows ap-
rl ved.. " errl torr 1 
1s Just beyond the 
nill which, ls e0wD 
in the right 814e 
of this pleture. 
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definItely not in territories. The first WaS on April 20 
when one waS seen in the fenoe row about fifty rods west ot 
the southwest corner ot area A. It did not slng and was with 
a flock of tive or six tox sparrows~ Passarella l1iaca lllaca. 
Thls area was not wlthln the limlts of a terrltory. Onl7 
onoe durIng the whole summer Was another field sparrow seen 
near this locatIon. It is falrly certaln, theretore. that 
thls blrd had not yet settled lnto a terr1tory. 
On Aprll 23, four field sparrows were feeding together 1n 
number 10 terrItory. This seems to indlcate still some tenden-
oy for flock1ng, even though some territories had already be-
come established. 
Three'field sparrows were seen near a brush pile in the 
. 
southwest corner of the area on April 21. They definitely 
had not settled down. 
Since area A apparently furnished a highly desirable 
habitat, all the hillsides and valleys were used as territor-
ies. Therefore, field' sparrows seen in thls area were always 
on a terrltory. So it usually could not be proved that a 
bird seen on a bit of land for the first time was the future 
owner. However. when a fleld sparrow took over a piece ot 
land as his property, hls assertlon by song Was usually hard 
to overlook. 
Pairlns 
It was difficult to know when the fleld sparrows beceme 
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paired. A tew chose mates in the first few days after they 
arrived, yet others did not find mates for a week or more and 
some remained single for the entire summer. Examples are 
given to illustrate each of these three cases. 
Blrdspalred ~~thin a few days after arrival. On April 
21, three days after the first tield sparrows were seen in 
area A, two field sparrows were seen in sexual flight. The 
birds flew slowly but w1th very rapid wing beats, the tail 
was held upward and there was much twitterIng, or soft trilled 
chips. One ot the two sang a typical song but begc;n \<11 th 
some twIttering that was nearly a trill. 
Eight M W8>S observed singing in valley B on April 21 and 
22. On the 23rd he had found a mete. She picked up a pieoe 
of grass and oarried 1t a short distance before dropping it. 
She did not proceed with this oocupation, however. This male 
was mated then within the fIrst three days after he was first 
observed 1n the area. 
One M and his mate seemed to have been pa1red off sinoe 
April 21 when they were first seen in their territory. They 
were seen almost daill after that. 
Birds becoming mated a week or so after arrival. S1x M 
Was f1rst seen on April 21. He was singing then and every 
time atter that until six days later on April 27. On that 
date a female was observed with him and they remained mated 
through the first nesting. 
Four M was first observed on April 20. On April 27 he 
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had finally found a mate. They were seen copulating on this 
day. 
On April 23, 14M was first heard singing in his terri-
tory Just south of 6M·s territory. He also sang regularly 
until seven days later on April 30 when a female Was seen with 
hlm. They remained mated throughout the summer. 
Blrds that remained slngle durIng the whole seaBon. 
Thirteen 1-1 started singing In his territol:'Y on April 28, but 
he remaIned unmated for the entire seaSon. To the observer, 
his terrItory looked very SUitable. It was on only slIghtly 
lower land than the other territories, but certainly seemed 
better than meny territories seen 1n dIfferent areas. It WaS 
flooded during the latter part of May and early June four 
times, but he should have been mated before then. 
Twelve MIS arrival date is not known. It was no doubt 
between April 20 and 24. This bird remained single through-
out the summer al. though he had a terri tory that seemed 
typical. He lured 5F and perhaps 4F away from their mates 
for Short times, but Was never truly mated. 
Eleven M had a territory adjoining 12M. He waS also un-
mated. A female (probably 10F) was seen with him on June 17 
but only for a few minutes. 
It was pointed out in the discussion on establishment of 
territories that it can not be concluded that the field 
sparrow immediately takes up a territory as soon as he ar-
rives on the general area. Therefore, some of the sIngle 
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birds may have been over~ooked for several days, or they were 
not identified with ones later seen. Th1s would modify the 
statements made in regard to the length of time 1t took for 
pa1r1ng to occur. Generally it seems that the bulk of the 
birds are mated within a week or ten days after the1r arrival 
on the breeding grounds. 
Casesef female desertion dur1ng the nesting season. 
There were five cases 1n which the female of.a pair seemed to 
desert the male dur1ng the nest1ng season. It is possible 
that the temales were k1lled, left the area entIrely or per-
haps mated with other males. S1noe none of the ones that dis-
appeared were banded, it was imposs1ble to know the1r disposi-
t10ns. 
The first instances of rna.ted males losing their mates 
was on 14ay 2S when 6p and 9F disappeared from their respec-
tive territories. After that, 6M and 9M remained unmated for 
the rest of the season. The temales may have been killed 
from the storm, killed by predators or merely abandoned their 
mates. Seven N, a neighbor of 6M, was unmated through June 
17 but Was found to have a mate on June 22. It is poss1ble 
that h1s new mate was 6F but this is impossible to prove. 
Seven M only kept his new mate until July 9. She was not 
seen after that. Seven M was mated tor about three weeks. 
15F waS not seen in her terr1tory after JUly 16 although 
15M. remained there until the end of August. 
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CODulation 
« 
·In the Case of the field sparrow, copulation usually oc-
curred while the temale waS perched on a low limb of a small 
shrub or bush. Sometimes the action took place on the ground. 
All except three of the instances where copulat1on was seen 
occurred during the period of nest-building and every case 
took place bett-!een 6 :45 A.M. and 9: 30 A.1-I. 
Pair number B5 ,"Iere seen copulating a.t 7:15 A.!-i. on the 
third and last day of nest-building. They had been feeding 
together tor ten minutes previous to th1s. The female Bat 
quietly after the act for about a minute, then continued to 
feed. The male flew a short dlstDnce away and preened. He 
dld not slng but chipped very softly. At 7:47 they copulated 
again and once more at g:03. After this they both continued 
to feed and preen, but the female did not go back to nest-
building again for the rest of the morning. 
There were three cases in which copulat1on occurred at 
times other than during nest-bullding. TliO of these happened 
after all the eggs 01' the season had been lald. Pair number 
7 were aeen copulating a few minutes after the thlrd and last 
egg had been laid in nest 7-1. Pair g copulated on JulY·3l 
8,f'ter gF ha.d completed all nestIng act1 v1 ties for the season. 
The third case occurred on April 27, eleven days before the 
female began nest-building and fifteen days before the f1rst 
egg waS laid. 
After such an act the female generally remains quiet for 
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a minute or so, then either continues her earlier occupat1on 
or flies to Join her mate. The m~e, on the other hand. 
flutters awoy after copulation ~ith rapid wing bents of 4u1te 
short strokes while he chips or trills rapidly and quietly. 
Once 7M W&B heesd quietly singing the "vesper" song 8~ter­
wards. (A descript10n of the vesper song is g1ven in the 
section, "Songs and Notes".) 
The time of copulation in the cese of the field sparrow 
differs from that of the song sparrow. liF..rgaret Nice (19l!·3) 
reports, "W1th the Song Sparrow, however, coition may begin 
at least 10 days before the start of nest building". She 
also notes that w1th the " ••• Europe~n Robin coition does 
not occur until after nest building has begunll. 
Second nesting Pha~e 
Nest-bu1ld1ng in relation to weather 
The unusual '-leather 1n 1947 had some effect on the ac-
tivi t1es ot the field sparrows. The extent to l'lhich it mod-
if1ed. the1r acti vi ties is la.rgely unknov,71. To be certain ot 
1 ts effect it l'lould be necessary to have a much better knOl-l-
ledge of c.verage nesting conditions, average activity end a 
comparison of influences from year to year. 
The greatest activity in nest-bu1ld1ng occurred during 
the first half of the two months, May and July (Figure 7). 
Both of these per10ds have a common weather characteristic; 
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both had very little rainfall with less than 0.5 of an inch 
for each. During the three two-week periods between these 
very active times there were unusually hel'cvy rains. Each ot 
these three periods had more than 3.6 inches of precipitation. 
This seems to indicate an adverse influence of heavy rain on 
nest-building. But to draw such a conclusion positively, it 
would be necessary to compare nest..:building activity over 
several years. 
Although the heavy rains ot the latter part of May and 
all through June had a noticeable influence on the activities 
of these birds, the actual flooding of land probably bad very 
little effect. If 13M had been mated the flooding certainly 
would have kept his mate from nesting, but thst is the only 
'7"---
6 
I 
I 
cl, ____ ~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
Apr. May May June June July July Aug. 
15 1 15 1 15 1 15 1 
Figure 7. Nest-build-
ing activity 
in two-week 
periods from 
April 15 to 
August 1, 
1947. 
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field sparrow that had its territory largely on land that be-
came inundated by the overflo~ing waters of Squaw Creek. The 
lower ends of numbers 4. 5 and 14 territories were covered 
with water several times, but most of these birds' activities 
seemed to be on the higher ground throughout the summer. 
They used the lower parts, which had largely grown to hawthorne 
and crabapple trees, only occasionally during the hottest days 
of July and August. No field sparrow nests were found flooded 
out at any time. The general habit of field sparrows to nest 
on hillsides rather than on low ground certainly was to their 
advantage this year. The three Figures, S, 9 and 10, all show 
flooding of the low land along the southern portion of the 
area studied. All were taken in June from hills on this area. 
ProbablY the greatest harm done to the bird population 
by the weather was the sudden cold spell (a low of 32 degrees 
F.) accompanied by snow, ra1n and sleet on May 2g.(F1gures I 
and 11). It remained cold on the 29th ( a low or 31 degrees 
F.) but warmed up considerably after that. The s~ow WaS light 
and was only recorded as a "trace· of preCipitation by the U.S. 
Weather Bureau at Ames, Iowa. However, it was deep enough to 
fill nests and cover the ground. Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 
were taken in the evening of May 28. They help illustrate 
the amount of snow that fell. All field sparrow nests that 
were being used at the time ot this storm were abandoned. 
Those under observat1on were numbers 6, 9 and 10. Number 10 
contained four young f1eld sparrows that were six and seven 
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·Figure S. This photograph is 
taken from number 14 
territory. This is 
the second flood that 
1nundated the lower 
part of the research 
area. 
Figure 9. Th1s is the third 
flood. Territory 
number 12 is in the 
foreground in the 
vicin1ty of the small 
ha't"lthorne tree s. 
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of - iF"'igure 10. Th1s photograph 
shows flood1ng at 
the southeastern 
port1on of the re-
search area. Most 
of the land shown 
here is number 3 
territory. 
F1gure 11. Photograph was 
t8~en from number 
14- territory on 
May 28, 194-7. 
d a.rB old. !hey probaBlY' wo\lld ha V'e 1 ett 1n one or two da7s 
ltth.e weather had r ella.lne,ti tavorable. The adults abandoned 
the !les" tor COye.F 18 thlckets along stream O. 'lhe sam .• was 
the ease with nes' n~be:p ~ .... l (Figure 13). ~e young were 
c.omplete.17 coy·ered wt..8l'lo.w and tkenest abaadoned. It 008-
t .a1a.dOl1oe field sparrow ax dale old aI)d two. Qewbll'ds." 
.-f)lo~. a tel" a:t .et-.. t0vday_ old. liest number 6-1 (FIgure 
12). held only Gil. unhatcbed cowb1.rd egg and eAe yO\Ulg eowbird 
abo.' six cials old. WIlen last. obserye4 two days earlier 
there tiere a1&0 tlfO Joung field &paJ"PO'W8 1n the nest. These 
baa 81 the .. beeD taken 1'17 a predator. 61' perhaps had lett the: 
lIestcu'l lIs1 2-3. . 1'Bey both w·ere boa six to seven da18 old, 
and .e1.BCe fleld . P&l"rGWS leave the D.e·st at the age of 8eYe;D 
to 81gb'. 4Q's, l' 1s ea.t1;811 possible tha t they A.ad lett. 
In either ea·se 1lhe7 did ,ne' SurY1.v. , tor no slgn wa.s seen at 
th.. dur'lng the 8UIIlIUr. 
figure 12. Hes~ 6-1 cQve:t'ed bl 
snow on Kay 28. 
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It 1s poss1ble that tl'/o other nests (4-2 and 3-2) ''fere 
also abandoned because of this onow. However, they were not 
round until later eo the cause for ab&ndonment is not known. 
They had beenbu1lt previous to the storm. Many other birds 
besides the field sparrow also Buffered from this storm. 
Among them were the ch1pp1ng spe.rrow, Splzella pa.Bserina 
passerine, l~k sparrow,Chondestes grammacus grammacus, 
(Figure 14)>> blue jay, a,yanoai tta cristola crlatola, mourning 
dove, ~enaldura macroura carollnensis, and robIn, Plnnesticue 
mlgratorius miS!atorius. One rob1n nest contained four young 
birds seven days old. All were killed by the snow and low 
temperatures. 
Nest buildIng in relation to time ot year. 
A total ot thirty-three nests were found on the study 
area. The approximate time that thirty of these nests were 
built is known and is graphically illustrated 1n terms ot two-
week perIods (F1gure 7). 
The first signot nest-building waS on May g when both 
3F and 5F started building. in spite of their seemin~ly late 
arriVal, the field sparrows started nesting probably at about 
8.n average time. This conclusion is b&sed largAly on compar-
ison with Wa1kinshew·s findings in Michigan (1936, 1939, 1945). 
A study of several years would be necessary to draw definite 
conclusions. 
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'igure 13. The sheet of paper 
1n the weeds 18 
directly over Des~ 
9-1 wbleb was de-
s tro7ed by the 
8,ltOWS1iol"rB. 
',"pre 14. Lark sparrow nest 
about th1r~J feet 
above t1eld. 
sparrow nest 9-1. 
One ot many song 
bird nest,s des-
tr01&d by this 
freak storm. 
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A total o~ seven nests was started by the middle of May 
and two more during the last half of that month. These were 
bullt by seven pairs, tvo of these pairs (numbers 3 and 4) 
having constructed ~tO nests apiece during May. In addition 
to the nIne nests mentioned, two others were constructed some-
time during that mon~~ ~T numbers 2 snd 14, but the actual date 
is not known... Since there llere eleven pairs mated before the 
first of June, this leaves two pairs (number i B.nd S) that 
either dId not bulld or that showed no evidence of nestlng. 
Their terrItories were searched thoroughly and regularly dur-
ing this time. 
The large amount of nesting actlvity shown in early Nay 
no doubt was the greatest infiuence on the slight nest-build-
ing shown in the last half of May. Nevertheless, it does seem 
very possible that the heavier rains may have contributed to 
a limited extent in decreasing this activity. 
Only one May nest (15-1) Was successful. It produced 
one young field sparrow. 
Five nests were started in each two-week period in June. 
Besides these, one nest (8-1) was built sometime during June 
but the date is unknown. Numbers 1 and 10 each built two 
nests. Nine males were mated in June and each pair engaged 
in nest-building. 
Seven temales started nests in the f1rst half of July 
and tour in the last halt. Numbers 3 and 4 each buIlt two 
nests and since 7M lost his mate in June, there were only 
eight pairs nest1ng 1n this month. 
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Comparisons between the number ot nests known to be 
bu1lt in each of these three months and the number of males 
that were mated are summarized in the following table. 
Table 2 
Number of Neste Bu1lt in Each Month 
1n Relation to the Number of V~ted ~wles 
No. nests built No. mated males Average number 
nests per pair 
May 11 10 1.1 
June 11 9 1.2 
July 10 g 1.4 
The last nest known to be bu1lt was started on July 2S 
by 3F. This nest was not successful. Nest-building extended 
over an eighty-two day season. 
Placement of the nest 
In early summer the f1eld sparrow usually places its nest 
in a clump of weeds in an ~bBndoned p~Bture or grassy area 
(Figure 15). The nest 1s qu1te well concealed by the sur-
rounding grass cover and yet at this seaBon is not smothered 
by 1t. Later, from the end of May ~nd early June to the end 
of the summer, most of the nests are placed in small shrubs 
such as young hawthorne trees. Dur1ng this period, if the 
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nests are not placed ln a shrub, they wl11 be found ln a 
clump of weeds high on a hill. Here the graGs cover is thin-
ner and shol~tor than in the velleys, thus permi ttlng the 
birds to build on the ground and yet have the nest open from 
above. Nest 2-2 was an exception to this generalized state-
ment. It u'aa bull t dur1ng the last half of June but ~iC1A 
placed in a dense tangle of tall bluegrass and blndweed. It 
was entlrely enveloped wl th a dense grOl~th (Figure 16). lUI 
other nests found were free of vegetatlon immediately above 
them. 
In May, 45 per. cent of the nests were on the ground 1n 
clumps of gromwell, L1thospernum off1cin[,,J.e, or goldenrod, 
Solidego rlg1da. The others ",ere bull t in small ha1'lthorne 
shrubs and 8.veraged 6.4 inches from the ground. (I·teasurements 
were made from the ground to the rim of the nest.) 
Sixty per cent of nests built during June were placed in 
hs.wthorne shrubs, thirty per cent on the ground in gromwell 
end the other one (ten per cent) 1n a bluegrass and bindweed 
tangle. Those 1n hawthorne trees averaged l5.S inches above 
the ground. 
All nests bui~t in July were in shrubs (mostly hawthorne) 
and averaged 20.0 1nches in he1ght. 
The average he1ght of nests ln each of the three nestlng 
months, as determined by this study, compares favorably with 
Walkinshaw's f1ndings 1n Mich1gan (1945). 
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FlgRe 15. est lif-e walch 
is pl_a-eed 1tl a 
clump ot grGili-
we'll. Neat Co-ll-
t -a.!,tts tilr'ee 
young fle14 
s parrows. 
'l~e 16. Clump of blqe-
gra B e and bUld-
weed in wh~ith 
ne st 2.-2 1s 
pIa.aed. 
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\ 
F1gure 17. Nest 7-1, a s 1n-
dica ted by arrolt, 
in a small 11&.\1-
thorae shrub at 
the edge of a 
l a rge group ot 
hawthorne trees. 
F1gure lS. Nest 14-2 ( aleo 
s·ee Flg1.1re 15). 
Nest location in-
dica ted by white 
elo ttl 1n center 
ot pho tograpn. 
Flood waters have 
~eceded from bot-
-tom land in the 
background (Com-
pare w1th F1gure 
S ) • 
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Figure 19-
figure 20. 
Nes t 1-1 (1ndica-
ted by arrow). 
Level land 1n back-
ground was covered 
by fl ood 1n early 
June. 
Nest 10-4 (1nd1c-
a ted by arrow)_ 
It 1s in a small 
hawthorne shrub. 
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Figure 21. 
Figure 22. 
Nest ~J'-5 (in-
dicated by arrow) 
was built th1rty-
three inches above 
the ground in a 
small hawthorne 
tree. This was 
the highest field 
sparrow nest of 
the season. 
Nest 3-3 is 1n-
d1cated by white 
cloth and nest 4-
3 by arrow. Nest 
3-3 was the only 
one built in an 
outer zone of a 
terr1tory (refer 
to section on ter-
ri tory). 
Figure 21-. 
Figure 22. 
Nest 3-5 (in-
dioated by a.r row) 
was built tb.lrty-
three inches above 
the ground in a 
small hawthorne 
tree.. This was 
the highest tield 
s parrow nest ot 
the season. 
Nest 3-3 is in-
dica ted by white 
oloth and nest 4-
3 by arrow. Nest 
3-3 wa S the onll 
one buil t in an 
outer zone ot a 
territory (reter 
to section on t er-
ri tory). 
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The cover in which the nests were built and the compar-
at1ve average monthly heights are summarized in the following 
table. 
Table 4 
Pls.cement of the Nest 
Cover Average height 
Weed Shrubs Other This ~'la1kinshawt s 
clumps study study 
May 45% 55% 4.0" on ground 
June 30% 60% 10% 11.5" 26 cm.(10.2") 
July 0% 100% 20.1" 40.5 cm.(16.0") 
Tota1 of 
all nests 2g% 69% 3% 12.1" 
Two trends are evident here. The first is that field 
sparrows tend to build more in shrubs as the season progresses 
and second, that they generally build their nests farther 
from the ground later in the summer. 
Number or nests per pa1r 
The numbers ot nests that each pair bu11t dur1ng the 
summer varied from one !,., f1ve. One factor 1nfluenc1ng th1s 
1s the length of time the pair waS mated. For instance, 6M 
.. 
was mated for only one month, from April 27 to May 2g. This 
pair bu11t one nest. On the other hand, 4M Was mated all 
summer and this pa1r built f1ve nests. 
A second tactor 1nfluencing the number of nests built is 
the nesting success. Often a female abandoned her nest after 
she started or even finished egg-la.ying because of heavy cow-
bird parasit1sm. This means that instead of spending from 
twenty-five to thirty days in the process of rearing one 
brood, she often spent only five or six days with the nest, 
then abandoned it. Nest-building usually began again within 
a few days (one to twelve days and normally one to three). 
So in a month's time, a female with poor nesting success 
could easily build two nests, whereas a female that reared a 
brood would only have had time to build one nest. 
The twelve pairs of field sparrows that were mated at 
sometime during the summer built a total of thirty-three 
nests or an average of two and three-quarters nests per pair. 
The fo11ol"ling table summarizes the number of nests each 
pair buil t. 
Table 5 
Number. of Nests Built by Each Pa.ir 
No. of nests built 1 
Pair no. 6,7,S,9 
2 
15 
Averege of all meted birds 2.6 
3 
1,2,14-
4 
5,10 
5 
3,4 
Average of pairs that were mated throughout the summer 3.6 
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The prooess of nest-building 
Time of day work is done. Field sparrows do the largest 
part of the nest oonstruction during the early morning hours 
before nine o·clook. However, one may see them carrying 
material to the nest almost any time during the morning of 
the earlier spring days while the weather is still 0001. 
Late morning construction activity is very sporadio and little 
is actually accomplished. Females do all the building. They 
may begin as early &s five o'olook but usually it i6 somewhat 
later. They usually start work from half to three-quarters 
of an hour after the males first start singing. This interval 
is the main feeding time for them in the morning. These 
birds are espec1ally aotive in building their nests for the 
f1rst hour and a half or two hours, making from ten to fif-
teen trips every half hour, but averaging up to twenty-five 
per hour. This includes brief respites for food. No nest-
building was ever observed in the afternoon or even1ng. 
The female is very persistent when she is building and 
is not easily distracted from her Job. She makes rapid 
flights straight to and from the nest, not attempt1ng to hide 
the location or conoeal her actions. It was found that the 
author could usually sit in the open within forty feet of the 
nest and observe the building without apparent interference 
with their routine. 
The female usually finds the nesting material within 200 
-~8-
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f ·eet of the nest, often as ol.ose &S twenty l"ee·t. Figure 23 
shows tW0 0 ·1" the malns-ouro-es of' nesting matet"1al 1n relation 
to the placement of nest 3--1. Wbell thej female leaves the 
l'le'st1ng area to feed she invariably returns with some grass 
Gr root-lets picked up on thef'eeding ground that 113 ott-en 
200 to 300 feet from the nest. 
Figure' 23. J es.t 3-1 (1n-
dicat ed by h1te 
c1.oth on the 
r1.ght) in rela-
tion to tbe two 
mai.n sources ot 
nes.tIng ma terial 
(lndlcat.ed by 
arrows)- • 
~h-e routIne of bu11d1ng .-is well char acteriz.ed by tbe 1"01-
low1ngexeer~s from the o'bserver·s f1eld notes· on bu1lding 
of' nest numper3-1: " ••• f ·e-male 1s 1n a eed patch thirty-
teet w'est of the nest; she tug's o.n several pieces o f drle·a 
grass (bluegraas) before she f1nally breaks one looee; she 
plcks u p two more long pleces of grass, then flies "';0 a tall 
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weed ne~rby, hesita.tes and flies to the clump of weeds in 
which the nest ia located; chips three times rapidly end 
loudly as she flies; drops immediately from the weed to the 
neat where she works the grass into shape; is on nest for 
flrty-five seconds, hops up on weeds about three inches above 
nest and immediately goes to ",eed patch, but does not chip; 
remains at weed patch for thirty seconds, then back to nest, 
chipping once; stays on nest one minute and twenty seconds; 
flies north to hillside about 175 feet nway; male hae been in 
apple tree fifteen feet east of the nest; follows female to 
hillside but sits on a weed while the female eats; he chips 
once; she flies to weed then east fifty feet to feed again; 
remains on h1llside for eleven minutes, then flies bElck carry-
ing several pieces of fine grass; flies stra1ghtto neat, 
swooping 1n rapidly \';1 th no chipping; ma.le follow~ her back 
as far as the apple tree; he singa once; she remains on nest 
seventy seconds, then flies for more grass 1n the weed patch 
tt 
. . . 
The time spent by the female working material into sha.pe 
in the nest v2.ries from fifteen seconds to three minutes. 
The tendency seems to be for the length of time on the nest 
to- increase from the beginn1ng to the end of construction and 
to decrease from early to later nesting. The length of time 
it takes the female to obta1n the material varies with the 
source of it and not especially w1 th experience. It ~Tas 
noted that the birds worked he.rd.er to get ma.ter1al later in 
the season than 1n the first few weeks of nest-building. 
Early in the sumwer they use grass of the previous year which 
is evldentally easier to bre~~ off than the dried grass of the 
same year that 1s used 1n later nest1ngs. 
An example of the d1fferonce 1n t1me which a s1ngle fe-
male spends work1ng material into the nest 1s illustrated in 
the case of 3F. 1:J'ith her f1rst nest the a.verage time on the 
nest during builcling vias e1ghty seconds 'tJhl1e the average for 
her fi~th and last nest waS thirty-five seconds. She spent 
an average of forty seconds away from the nest gathor1ng 
material for her first nest but later ",hen she uoed dried 
grass of the year, it took her an average of eighty-five sec-
onds (more than ~/lce as long) to guther it. 
:'fateria1s used in nest. In the area stUdied, the main 
nesting material wus Kentucky bluegr~sa, with ani;aal hull', 
(cow and horse hair), weeds and rootlets Ellsa used. The ap-
prOXimate &.verage amounts of each that was used are as fol-
lows: 
Ta.ble 5 
Nesting Material Used 
Kentucky bluegrass 
An1m!'.1 hall' 
Weeds and rootlets 
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Some nests contained up to forty per cent animal hb.ir. 
The longest piece of ffiE,terial found in any of the nests was a 
horse h&ir twenty-three inches in length. Generftlly, the 
bluegrass and "leeds are used sBthe msin body of the nest with 
a lining of hai~ and rootlets. However, quite a bit of huir 
is o.1so worked in the body of the nest. Early nests are de.rk 
in color, since the graGD used is of the previous year's crop_ 
The late nests, those made in July, are generally mude from 
dried grass of the year und so are very light 1n color. 
The length of time the field sparrow tc-1keo to complete 
the nest i6 about -three days. Of the four neuts located on 
the first clay of building, three (3-5, 7-1, B5-~·) Here com-
pleted in three days with the first egg l~ld on the fourth 
ciay. Nest 7-1 was started on June 22, nest 85-4 o·n July 22 
and nest 3-5 on July 2S. The fourth neEt, 2~2, was started 
on June 24 and the nest was not completed for five days. 
There seemed to be no correlation between the t1methe nest 
was built and the length of time required for construction. 
Some other spec1es show a decrease in the length of time 
needed to build the1r nests lElte in the season compared to 
earlier. Walkinshaw (1941}) notes thC;:tt the BVer[lge time for 
nest construction before July is 3.4 days 'While those built 
in July average two dDYS. 
In all nests that were under observation at the ti~e of 
egg-laying, the fir~t egg was la1d the day after neat con-
struction was completed. 
Activity of mule ~hlle female is nest-building 
!·!;;le field E;pc.r·ro~:s 1:ere never seen helping the female 
construct the nest. They were a.ware of the fem[~es t actlv-
lties, for their &ctlons che~ged when nest-building begun. 
The Irost noticeable change waR 1n the more contentious at-
ti tude the male assumed at this time. It was directed to;.re.rd 
other field Sp&rro'WB as well &s other species that happened 
to 'Wand.er to his domain. He was most belligerent toward 
other 1'1eld. sparrows, eG:pech~lly males. ~HO It. W"&8 seen 
chasing both 3iI liud 31:" from his terri tory severe.l times and 
the most vicious attEi.cks ,,:ere during nesting. 
The male field. epc~rrow becemes very a1.ll-'T'1llcd at the pres-
ence of a coubird, male or female, in the vicinity of the 
nest and. often attDoks or chases them a\.;c.y in cp1 te of their 
grcE,ter size. 1-.hcn a cowbird flies into the nesting DrGt;., the 
mele field sparrow chips a warning to the female, thuu hult-
ing her bu1.1dlng act1;"1ty. If the remelo happens to be on 
the nest at the time, she remains there until the cm.,bird 
leaves or is chased a~8y. ~~o inEt~nces like this were 
noted 'Vlhere she st&ycd on the nest three c:.nd D half nnd four 
minuteo and left about thirty seconds ;lfter the cowbird }md. 
flo1;rrl. If the female field 3parrow is off the nest at the 
t1r.1C the cot/bird urrl ves 1n the area. she chips louclly Dnd 
G.t times 1s even more aggressive 1n attaoking the enemy than 
the male. 
other biras 8tteclH~cl by the male field sparrow inclucle 
the goldfinch, house wren, Troglodytes n"edon eedon, dickcissel, 
Spiza americena, vl1lson' s warbler, lUlsonia pusilla pusilla, 
ruby-crowned kinglet, Corthylio calendula calendula and phoebe, 
Sayornis phoebe. The field sparrows' atta.cks on these species 
were sporad1c and could not be related to any objective factor. 
In one case when a cowbird was in a tree near 3M's nest, 
s wood pewee, Myiochanes virens, lit on a weed stalk directly 
above the nest. The male field sparrow did not drive the 
wood pewee away, even though it stayed there for a minute or 
two, but instead directed his attention in attempting to 
chase the cowbird from the area. 
During nest-building the male field sparrow spends most 
of his time within 200 feet of the nest, singing, chipping 
softly, feeding, preen1ng and occasionally following the fe-
male as she carries nesting material to the nest. \ihen the 
female takes a respite to feed, the male always follows her 
to the feed1ng ground, but usually he does not eat. Instead 
he sits on a nearby weed stalk or shrub until his mate re-
sumes her nest1ng activities. 
As already mentioned, th1s is the period when the great-
est amount of copulation occurs. This is generelly done when 
the female leaves the nest-building and goes to feed. 
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ThlrdNestlng Phase 
Time of day eggs are lald 
All field sparrow eggs are lald ln the early mornlng 
trom half an hour to two and a halt hours after the males 
have begun slnging. The fem8.1e feeds tor a 11mited time, of-
ten only for a few mlnutes before she goes on the nest. 
Most nests are bull t in three da.ys and eg~-laylng beglns 
on the fourth day. One instance '''as noted in which the fe-
male took five days to build the nest and began leying on the 
ney.t day. There was no interval between building and egg-
laying. Once the fema.le started to 1r.y,she laid one egg a 
day untll the clutch was co.mp1ete or the nest wan c.bandoned. 
The .:verage clutch size 'W8.S 3.4. 
The eggs have a whlte to pale green1sh blue background 
and are variously spotted with light brown to redQ1sh-bro~m. 
The mark1ng varies considerably with ind1viducl females (Fig-
ures 24- and 25). 
It was not possible to detect the moment of egg-Iaylng 
by actions of the female, so it will be assumed that the egg 
was laid Just before the female left the nest. 
Three F laid an egg on May 11 at 6:59 A.N. and on May 12 
before 6:40 A.M. 
Seven F laid eggs on June 26 and June 27 at 5:25 A.M. 
and 6:42 A.M. 
B5F laid eggs on July 25, July 26 and July 27 at 5:16 A.M .• , 
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5: 22 A. M •. and 6 :45 A. M. respectively • 
. 10 tr&nd can be deduced from these de.t.a. It 1s eY1dent, 
hO"Wf''9'et''. tha.t the bours 0 t egg-laying coincide wi th the hours 
of gre~te8 t ae:t1 v1 ty 1n the Dest-bu11dllC .. , 
FIgure 24. NG>te the very fine mark1ngs OR the eggs and com-
pare wi th eggs in Fl1Zure 25. Photograph 'taken 
by R. E.. LaWrence at Laytonsville, Maryland Oft 
Ka7 16, 1946. 
i'igure 25. The eggs are heavily splotched . Figure 24-
and 25 sbow the t wo extremes in ooloration. 
Photograph t aken by R. E. Lawrence a t 
Pa tuxent Research Refuge, Laurel, Maryland , 
on June SJ 1944. 
Length of time female spends on nest for egg-l~y1n~ 
The shortest time that a female remained on the nest to 
lay an egg was thirty .... one minutes. This wa s the smallest egg 
seen this season , the first of the clutch and was laid on 
July 25 by B5F. She went on the nest at 4:45 A. M. and oft a t 
5:16 A. M. The longest time reoorded was with 7F in laying 
the seoond egg of the olutoh. She was on the nest three 
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times with a total of ninety-seven minutes before the egg was 
laid. B5F presented another case s1milar to this since she 
was on the nest twice with a total of eighty-oue minutes to 
lay her third egg. No apparent reason could be found for 
these birds to leave the nest. 
The follow1ng table oumrr~rlzes the time eaoh field sparrow 
under observation during egg-laying, remained on the nest. 
Table 6 
Time Spent on the Nest for Egg-laying 
Bird Date On nest Off nest Time 
on nest 
3F May 12 6:59 A .• H. 
May 13 6:40 A.li. 
7F June 26 4:41 A.M. 5:25 A.M. 44 min. 
June 27 4:55 A.M. ~;g~ A.M. ~ :lg A. l-1. A. M. 
:27 A.M. 6:42 A.M. 97 min. 
B5F . July 25 4·: 45 A. J.1. 5:16 A.M • 31 min. 
July 26 ll·: 30 A.14. 5:22 A. J.l. 52 m1n. 
July 27 1~ : 57 /,.}.f. g;J~ A.}1.. 6:04 A.M. A.M. gl min. 
Average 5g min. 
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Size of clutch 
The size of the clutch and the number of eggs laid by a 
field· sparrow in a single nest usuf,lly do not coincid.e for 
the months of May and June. This is because of COlolblrd par-
asi tiem yThlch increased the sIze of the clutch by one) two or 
more eggs. There WeS only one ca.se of })arasltism in July. 
The number ot field sparrow eggs laid 1n each nest WB.S quite 
consistent for the whole nesting season. 
There were fourteen nests in which the number of eggs 
laid waS definitely known. Eleven of these contained three 
field sparrow eggs, two contained four, one had two, and one 
nEst had only one egg. The last two nests mentioned were 
abe.ndoned before laying was completed which accounts for the 
small number of eggs. This means eighty-five per cent of the 
nests in which egg-laying was completed contained three eggs, 
while only fifteen per cent contained four eggs. 
In reference to the two cases in which the nests were 
abandoned, the observer knew when each egg was laid and when 
the nests were deserted, therefore, knew how many eggs were 
laid in each case. These two instances involved the same fe-
male (3F) with her first nest and with her last one. The 
first one wos abandoned because ot cowbird parasitism and the 
other because the nest was destroyed by a house wren. 
The total clutch (field sparrow and cowbird eggs) showed 
a drop from May through July. See Table 7 for details. The 
average size in May was five, in June 4.1, and in July 3.3. 
This difference is due to changes of intensity of cowbird) 
not field sparrow) laying over these three months. The dif-
ference in the average number of eggs laid by field sparrows 
in the three months is negligible. t·by averaged 3.0, June 
3.1 and July 3.0. 
Table 1 
Summary of Clutch Size end Composition 
average no. of 
eggs per nest 
total no. of 
eggs per nest 
*" fi eld spa.rrow 
* cQT.V'bird 
F.S.* C.B.*~ 
3·0 2.0 
June 
F. s. C.B. 
3·1 1.1 
4 .. 2 
July 
F.B. C.B. 
3.0 
3·3 
It was not possible to determine the number of field 
sparrow eggs laid in many of the nests, beceuse the nests were 
often found after egg-laying had been completed. Eggs were 
frequently taken from the nest during the laying period by a 
predator or the cowbird. Thus, when a nest was found to oon-
tcin, for instvnoe, ~iO field sparrow eggs nnd two cowbird 
eggs, it was imposaible to know how many eggs the field 
sparrow had actuallY laid because one or two may have been re-
moved. Another factor that made it difficult to Judge the 
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number of eggs laid was abandonment of the nest. Unless the 
observer knew the day egg-laying began and when the nest WaS 
abandoned, he could not.determ1ne the number of eggs laid. 
Time interval between nestings 
Walkinshaw (1945) states that the female field sparrow 
usually lays her first egg in a nest five days after the pre-
vious nest was destroyed but if it waS unsuccessful, the 
length of time varied from six to sixteen days later. 
Observations in this study indicate that there was no 
consistent time interval between nestings for birds in this 
area. 
Table g 
Time Interval in Days Between the End of one Nesting 
and the Beginning of Egg-laying in the Nest Nest 
Bird no. Outcome of former nest Interval between nestings 
lF successful 10 
successful g 
3F abandoned ~ successful 
lOF abandoned g 
abandoned l~ Dbandoned 
average successful g 
average abandoned g 
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Fourth Nesting Phese 
Incubation habits 
The beginning of the incubation period varied consider-
ably. Ten F started incubating in nest lO-~ on the morning 
the first egg wan laid, whereas 7F didn't begin until after 
the third c:nd'lBst egg ,,.ras depos1ted. The avere.ged ranged 
bet,,,een the two extremes. A few bagan incubation the day the 
second egg lTas laid, but more started by incubating dur1ng 
the night before the last one was laid. 
The female field sparrow does all the 1ncubating, her 
mate never helping with this duty. The time she spends ac-
tually incubating varies from twenty to sixty-three minutes 
and averages thirty-four minutes at a time. Between periods 
of incubation the female generally feeds and preens. The 
shortest period a female Was observed to stay off the nest 
during incubation was six minutes and the longest was twenty-
five minutes with an average of fourteen minutes away from 
the nest. 
Over the season as a whole, it was found that the fe-
males incubated seventy per cent of the time and were away 
from their nests only thirty per cent. 
On several occaSions, noted especially in the case ot 
3M, the male came near the nest while his mate was incubating, 
then chipped. In almost 70 ,per cent of the cases, the female 
responded by flying to the~eedlng ground with him. 
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Sufficient d~ta were not collected on incubation in each 
of the months or during periods of varying temperatures to 
correlate the rhythm of the female 1<11 th factors that might 
influence the rhythm. 
Cases of mElle feeding female 
M&le field sparrows were occasionally seen feeding their 
mates on the nest. This occurred generally in the early part 
of the incubation period rather than near hatching time. On 
May 16, lOF went on her nest at 9:17 A.M. Eighteen minutes 
later 10M appeared with a large brown worm which he carried 
to his mate. Then in thirty minutes he was back with another 
worm for her. This was the fifth or sixth day of incubation 
and waS the only case observed in which the male brought food 
more than once during any single incubating period. 
Certain males seemed to feed their mates more than others. 
For instance, B5M waS observed bringing food to B5F several 
times during her inCUbation season, yet other males such as 
4M and 1M were never seen in such activity •. 
Length of incubation period 
The inCUbation period never varied more than a half-day 
on either side of the average of eleven days. This is in 
spite of the fact that the average high temperature Varied 
from 67 degrees F. in May to 75 degrees F. in June and 85 de-
grees F. in July. All eggs in one clutch hatched within 
twenty-four hours. 
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rlgUl'e 26. · I -est B5-1 with 1 t .S tbree eggs. 
Photograph waS taken the day 
betore two of theegg:s hatc:ned. 
Na1ie the dark an1'mal. hair lin1.ag. 
Walkinshaw (1945) In MichIgan fouud tha t the incubat10n 
perIod wa s usually twelve days in cooler weath.er and eleven 
<187'8 when it Wa.S wal'mep . Such an effect of weather wa.s not 
observed in this s ·tud.y. 
On AU.gust 6 J t wo or the three ~gg8 in the BS-l elutch 
were hatched 1n the morning. Som'etlme between 10 A.M. and 
1:30 P.M:. J a predato~ took tlaese young trom the nest but lett 
the one unhatched egg undisturbed. The parents deserted the 
nest and were not seen at it aga in. 'fh.e uQb,a tched egg waS 
. 
DOt pipped by the time they deserted nor bf the nel(t mornl,ng, 
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but it 'Was pipped sometime between noon on August 7 and 8A. li. 
on August g. The young bird probably punctured the shell 
during the hot afternoon of August 7. All circumstances 
point to the hot weather coml~let1ng theincubat10n to the 
po1nt where the young chipped away a s1zeable hole. The par-
ents were not seen near the nest after noon on August 6. The 
low temperature for August 6 was 73 degrees F. and the h1gh 
for the same day was 9~ degrees F. The h1gh for the following 
day WaS 93 degrees F. Since the nest was not fully obscured 
by leaves above, direct sunlight did hit the nest. It seems 
possible that this intense heat could have carried incubation 
ahead to the point of pipping. However, the bird Was dead in 
the shell on the morning of August g. 
The Young 
Young in the nest 
Change of behavior of adults at this period. vfuen ap-
proaching a nest that has been under observation during in-
cubetlon I a not1c69.ble chenge can be seen 1n the behavior of 
the adults if the eggs have hatched. The parent bird.s become 
very touchy and ch1p loudly when an observer now comes near 
the vicinIty of their nest. They fly nervously from bush to 
bUGh, chipping constantly and cont1nuing this behavior unt1l 
the intruder is far away from their territory. Previous to 
this time their behav10r 1s of a much m1lder nature. 
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!~pp.eariH1CG :md 'toleight changes of the youhg. ~;hen the 
young break out of the shell they are helpless, nearly naked 
anti their eyes arc closed. The small aILount of nata.l down 
present is in tra.cts and is ~"llY 1n color. The. eyes of the 
tlelcl s))o.rro'\oi appear as gray areliS umler the skIn for sev-
oral days after the birds hatch. Their eyes remain clOAed 
for at least four days. 
l'1nlklnsha't: (1939) given l1clghts of field sparrows froLl 
bIrth to fourteen days or age. The average of mornIng r:n:l 
even1ng 'Heights are aG follo,l's: 
Table 9 
Weights of Field Sparrows from Birth to Fourteen Days of Age 
Age in days 
Wt. in grams 
Age 1n days 
Wt. 1n grams 
At birth 
1·71 
5 
3.g6 
I 
2.75 
7 
10.4 
13 
12.2 
14 
12.4 
Feed1ng. Both male and female field sparrow feed the 
young. Only one nest <3-4) Was observed extensively on the 
day the young hatched. The female 1n this case made sixty-
three per cent of the trips for food even though she spent 
most of her tIme on the nest.(Tab1e 10). As tIme passed, 
however, the male took over more of the responsIb111ty so 
tha,t by the thl1~ day ho made fifty-nine pel'" cent of the feed-
ing trips. 
It ~(aG possible to G,ifferentle.te between tlle sexes in or-
der to know which one fed the young on each occasion. After 
observ1ng each bird for some time, oertain indiyldu5l. oharaoter-
istics could. usually be discerned. For example, 3F E>l .. ;c,.ys 
stood cn the edge of the nest to feed the young 1-!hile 3J.f por-
chea. on a branch beside the nest fJhcn feeding them. One ;'1 
hopped from the neat to E:. weed stalk a 'levi inches above tLe 
nest \'lhen corning of!'" &fter feec.ing the young and 1F' flew cl1r-
c~tl,. 'f:"om the nest. The females mgde a few more trips wi th 
food th~~ the males (Table 10), but no great differences were 
noticed c·ther thc!n h£o.l:1 been mentioned. Both male and female 
shared the feeding responsibility throughout the nest life of 
the young. 
Table 10 
Per Cent of Feeding Trips M£,de by the F€ma1e~ 
Age of young in days 
Trips by femBle 
1 
63 
l} Based on observations e.t three nests. 
3 4 
60 
5 
59 
For the first tr~ee d~YB the female spent much of her 
tirue on the nest hovering the young. Each day less and less 
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time was spent in hovering (Table 11) but this activity was 
continued in all Cases observed through the sixth day after 
hatching. It was not possible to correlate the time spent in 
hovering with weather, since observations occurred during 
periods in June and July in which the maximum and minimum tem-
peratures were about equal. 
Table 11 
Per Cent of Time Females Spent Hovering Young 
between 9 A. M. a.nd 6 P .I'i. 
Age of young in days 
Time on the nest 
3 
57 
4 
37 
5 
25 
6 
14 
An increase in the number of feeding trips made Was ob-
7 
o 
served as the young became older. 
between the fifth and sixth days. 
The greatest difference was 
Correlated with that, the 
intervals between feedings made a steady decline inversely 
proportional to the age of the young. 
Feeding was ot greater intensity in the evening hours than 
at any other time during the day. For example, between 9 A.M. 
and 10 A.M. on June 23, number I pair made only half as many 
feeding trips as from 7 P.M. to g P.M. that same evening. 
Feeding the young seemed to be lightest in the early and middle 
afternoon. This conforms to the usual activity periods of 
these birds. 
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Table 12 
Number of Feeding Trips Per Hour between 9 A .. M .. and g 1' .. 1-i. 
Age of young in days 1 
Trips per hour 3.7 
3 
5.2 
TEble 13 
'+ 
5.4 
5 
5·6 
Intervals between Feedings in Minutes 
Age of young in days 1 
Intervals in m1nutes 16 
3 
11 
4 
11 
5 
9 
6 7 
10.5 12.0 
6 
6 
7 
5 
Observations of food carried to the young were made from 
a blind End the results are te.bulated below. 
Table 14 
Percentage of Various Foods Carried to the Young 
Larvae (mostly Geometr1d larvae) 
Adult diptera or hymenoptera 
White moths 
Beetles 
Seeds 
Per Cent 
71 16 
10 
3 
o 
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Seeds were inoluded in the above table beoause they make 
up more than forty per oent of the adult bird's diet. It 
seems significant ths,t no seeds were seen token to the young. 
The white moths were probably Bapta vest&liata (Guen.) 
since these moths were frequently eaten by the adults and 
were very numerous in the field at thvt time. 
The adult field sparrows kept the nest clean during the 
entire period before the young left. Both male and female 
oarried. exorement from the nest but only onoe was it possible 
to see what they did with this waste. In this case it was 
dropped in flight about eighty feet from the nest. When 
leaving the nest the birds either flew out of sight or to 
such 8. distance that the disposal of the waste could not be 
determined. The song sparrow is known to swallow some of 
the saos but 'this procedure was not noted in the oase of the 
field sparrow. 
Banding young. Six young were banded in the nest. Of 
these, four tolere seen at the end of the summer. Banding the 
young interferred with the normal nest life beoause it 
prompted the young to leave early. Sinoe this study was not 
to be continued the following yee:r, bending of young birds 
did not seem too important. 
eighth day after hatohing. 
Banding We; S done on the sixth or 
Walkinshaw (1939) advised against 
marking 1;he young earlier than this bec&.use there is a danger 
of the parents injuring young in attempting to remove the 
bands at an earlier age. As the young birds beoome older 
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they are able to ke~p the parents from molesting them. 
Young after leaving nest 
Fi gure 27. One young field 
sparrow in nest 
10-4 the day be-
f ore it left the 
nest. 
Dependent stag~. The young leave the nest normally a t 
the age of seven or e1ght days . In all ca ses observed l'lhere 
the young left without outsi de interference, their departure 
was when the oldest were eight days old and the youngest be-
t ween seven and eight d ays of age . Three eft the nest when 
they ere banded on the sixth day but only one of these sur-
vived. One was b ded nd left on the seventh day. It l1ved 
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through the summer. 
At the time young field sparro,.,s leave the nest they are 
unable to fly and are dependent upon the parents to rJrovid.e 
food. They move very little for the f1rst tvlQ or three days 
out of the nest but remain concealed in a shrub, tree or in 
the grass. The young of nest 1-1 left at the age of seven 
days and remained in the grass for three days. Horeover, 
they did not move more than n few feet during this time from 
the locations to which they had scattered 11hen they left the 
nest. The parents show greet concern for the welfare of their 
young at this stage. The only time field sparro"1s were ever 
observed to feign injury was when they attempted to lead the 
obBorver ava,y from the yourig Just out of the nest. It 1s us-
ually extremely difficult to locate their offspring at this 
stage. 
Both male and female fed the young but the male did the 
largeut pe.rt of the work 1f his mate began nest1ng actlv! ty 
E:gein. The femllle started. work on her new nest t\>!O to six 
days after the young left the nest. If she did not nest 
,again the responsibility was shared for a. longer time. Each 
young bird was usually fed by only one parent. In one c~se 
(pe1r number ~~)the female cared for two young while the me~e 
only looked after one. Each parent seemed to have a spec1fic 
zone cnd. ~:hen one ,,:as casturbed by an intruder the other UB-
ually remained in its zone and seemed unconcerned. On one 
occasion the observer nttempted to capture the offspring that 
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was be1ng fed by W+M. He wos neer the bird for forty-f1ve 
minutea. B4M chipped constcntly and appeared very d1sturbed 
but hie mate pB.id no attention to the intrusion al thO~lgh she 
lo!aS only about seventy-five feet avs.y. 
~fuenthe young were three or four d~ys old they began to 
move from bush to bush but still stayed quite close to their 
old nest. By the tenth day after they left the nest (about 
eighteen days old) they were quite active; the tail was still 
short and spots still marked the breast nnd belly. The tail 
WES nearly full length and the spots were beginning to fade 
when the young birds 1·!ere t'tJ'enty-fl va days old. They were 
now very active and followed the parent much of the time. 
Independent gta~. The young field sparrows became in-
dependent of their parents when they liere from twenty-seven 
to thirty-four days old (Te.ble 15). This break did not come 
suddenly but rather was s gradual process. From the obser-
vations made, it seems likely that the independence stems 
more from the adult than from the young bird. The parents 
were seen either constantly flying aWbY from their .progeny 
or actu.!Uly chas1ng them away at the time complete ind~pen­
dence wnS tnking form. Fl va M t,7D.S especially vicious in hi s 
attv.cks against his offsprIng ~lhen it wr El twenty-six to 
twenty-eight days old. This wra at the time his mate was be-
ginning inoubation on the nnxt Bet of eggs. At the t1me in-
dependence ooourred with all other birds observed, the temale 
had either completed nesting or had ~bandoned the next nest 
and therefore was not 1n any nesting activity. 
Table 15 
Age of Young at the T1me of Independence 
Brood no. Age in days 
3-4- 33-34 
14-2 33-34 
15-1 28-32 
10-4 27-2S 
5-3 26-2g 
The breeding season was def1n1tely known for only four 
of the seven females that were mated for the ent1re summer. 
Three F raised only one young but had a breed1ng season of 
eighty-eight days. It began on Msy g, the time she started 
building her first nest and ended on August 1 when a house 
wren destroyed her fifth nest. One F had the shortest breed-
ing seaSon. Th1s one was eighty-one days and ended when her 
young left their nest on August 20. One F ra1sed four young 
that survived at least until m1gration time. 
The average breed1ng season was eighty-four days. 
One of the three young birds raised from nest B4-l waS 
deformed. The left leg extended backwards Bnd Was always 
held straight. It looked as though it had been twisted half 
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way around. The bird was not able to use this leg but it 
used the other one remarkably well and only faltered for a 
few seconds after alighting on a perch. The leg throbbed up 
B.nd down, probe,bly in rhythm with the heart beat. 
The Territory 
Physical 8 spect 
Size of territory. On the thirty-one acre area studied, 
the fourteen resident meles claimed eighteen acres D.S terri-
tories. These ranged from three-fourths to two acres in size 
(Table 16) and averaged one and one-third a.cres apiece. 
Walkinshaw (1945) found that the territory belonging to one 
male over a period of six years varied in size and shape each 
year. The first year it was one acre in size, one and two-
tenths the second year and almost two acres for the rest of 
the time. 
The males that were mated for the whole summer had def-
initely larger territories than the unmated males. Ones that 
't-rere paired for only part of the summer had territories that 
were smaller or no larger than those of the full-season mated 
birds. Further study \-,ould be nece ssery 1n order to determine 
the features of a. terri tory that Ere attractive to the female. 
Territory in relation to cover Dnd topography. All the 
territories were located on hillsides or on the lower land. 
The ridges of all the hills were avoided. This is in con-
trast to the hab1ts of the grasshopper sparrow, AmmodramuB 
SS'.V8nnerum s.ustral1s, which frequents the high land of the 
area. 
Table 16 
S1zes of Terr1tories 
Non-mated males Size of territory 
in acres 
11M 3/4 
121·1 1-1/4 
13~{ 1 
Average 1 
Males me.ted only 
part of season 
21-.! 1-1/2 
6M 3/4-
7}.{ 1-1/2 gM 1-1/4-
9M 1 
Average 1-1/4-
l-lales mated 
whole seaSon 
1M 1-3/4-J: 2 1-1/2 
5M. 1-1/2 
10M 1-1/2 
14M 1-3/4 
Average 1-2/3 
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Since: th1s is a tract of virgin pr airie solI the typiCal 
pr airie cover 1s present. Needlegr ass is the dominant speoies 
on t~e )l111 tops- while thehilld.d-e cover consi s ts mainly ot 
bluegrass. wild hawthorne and the several species of annual 
. weeds mentioned earlier. It is OD this- hillsl.de type of coyer 
that the field sparrow usually sets up his domain. Only one 
terri t 't;)r,(nwaoer 13) was not located on a hillside. It Was 
on the lowlabd at the ba se ot the hill. The Same type ot 
Tegetatlon pr,.a1J..,d here but it was ranker in growth. 
The hawthorne trees range trom two to. fifteen teet in 
heIght but average abeut ten teet. They are in large or 
8ma11 groups 8;8 well as scattered singly over the hillsides 
and valle1s. Much of the activit1 ot the field sparrow ceR-
ters around these -trees. 
Figure 2S. Looking ea st 
from territo17 
6. From lett 
to right, the 
arrows point to 
territories 9. 
10 and 11. Val-
ley A is shown 
in the foreground . 
Territory seven 
ls on the lett 
slde ot this val-
le.-1. 
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e 29. Looking west 
from territory 
1 in the south-
east eorner of 
the research 
area. . The ar-
row indicates 
4Jo!t s cho1ce 
s1nging tree. 
Three Mia ter-
ritor, is Just 
east of that 
tree. The top 
of the hill on 
the right is one 
of the neutral 
areas. 
Figure 30. Looking south-
we s t from ter-
rl tor, 9. 
Stre.aJn C 18 
seen at the 
bottom Qf the 
hill.s in the 
middle of the 
picture. 
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The inner and outer zones. There were two zones in each< 
territory which will be referred to as the inner and outer 
zones. The inner zone ls the erea 't.'hich the fleld sparro\<T 
uses intensively. Practlcally all its activity is centered 
here. Only one nest of the thirty-three built waS situated 
in an outer zone. All the rest were inside the inner area of 
intensive activ1ty. This inner zone consisted of from seven 
to nine-tenths of the total area of each territory. 
The outer zone is still a protected part of the male's 
territory but he uses it very little. The main activity in 
this area is feeding. Only rare instances of nesting or 
singing l·rere noted here. The one nest that waS builtin the 
outer zone <3-3) was situated on a hill at the upper edge of 
territory number 4 (Figure 22). The male waS seen near the 
nest only twice before the young were taken by a predator the 
day they hatched. This is quite unusual since the male us-
Ually comes near the nest quite often. 
Neutral areas. All the ridges between territories and 
the hilltops are classed as neutral areas (Figure 29). As a 
rule field sparrows from adjoining territories could feed 
here without disturbance from their neighbors. I-1Dny in-
ste-nces were noted in which two pairs fed wi thin a fer: feet 
of each other on these areas in perfect harmony. Brief 
fights were observed occGosionslly betl'Teen 12M and 5M but none 
of a major consequence. More often, however, these two fed 
together peaceably. 
Social aspect 
Relation of the field. SparrOl-l to other species. The 
field sparrow is not as strongly territorial as the song 
I 
sparrow or house wren and so does not come into conflict with 
other species as much as these two. l~ost of the cases ob-
served in which a field sparrow (Irove a bird of l'lnother 
species away from his terri tory were done by 3H, 5l-1 and 1211. 
The other males did not seem LS belligerent as these three. 
rrthe attacks on other birds occurl'ed during all phases of 
nesting and non-nesting periods by m&ted and unmated mf~es. 
The only instanceain which females were observed attacking 
other birds "lere· cases in which a co"bird wa.s in the ter-
ritory and the female field sparrows were nesting. The fol-
lowing spec1es were attacked at some t1me dur1ng the summer: 
dickc1ssel, goldf1nch, house wren, ruby-cro~~ed kinglet, 
phoebe, W1lson's Warbler, cowbird and a yellow warbler, 
Dendroica aestiv&. aestiva. 
The field sparrow seems to be quite free from attack by 
other species. Only one instance was noted in which a field 
sparrol-! liSS pursued. In this case a male indigo bunting, 
Passerina cyanea, chssed 1M but no fighting occurred. 
Relations between neighboring field sparrm·ls. Hinor 
skirmishes between two males ,,;ere seen many times. Host of 
these encounters took place after an outs1de male sl1pped 
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1nto a group of ha11thorne trees in a neighbor' s terri tory. 
The conflict usually lasted ~~O or three minutes, ra~ely more 
than that, and consisted of a rapid t~J1sting ch&.se ending 
wi th the 1ntruder fly1ng home. The v1ctorious me_Ie invar-
iably flevl slowly buck to a favor1 te perch a.nd sang loudly 
sevcrE:.l times. 
Border incidents were of a. different nature. 'rhe con-
fl1ct began with B. f1ght, then .termine.ted when one ml:?le 
chased the other back into his territory. The victor re-
turn~d to his domain and sang. Occasionally the loser elso 
went to a perch end uttered 8_ Bong or two. 
A large proportion of the conflicts were between 211 and 
31<1 in a group of hawthorne trees that bordered the trIO ter-
ri tor1es. Early in the summer 2M Was the constE.nt victor but 
ls.ter when 3F built a nest in this s[.<me hawthorne group her 
mate became the aggressor and 2M lost this landmark. The 
only other f1eld sparro,"ls thnt '-lere seen in severEd disputes 
were 5H nnd l2H. The latter was not mated. 
On the ;I1'1ole J field sparro'!-ls tend to stay on their own 
areas and conflicts between neighbors are not very frequent. 
The Cot·!bird as a P arasi te 
Cowbird - field sparrow relatlonshiE 
A group of six cOvlbirds (four mDles lmd t;'JO females) 'Was 
seen regularly in the area studied. There were also lndiv-
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lduals and peirs seen but it was not possible to kno':1 the 
exact population or to be able to knov1 if the ones seen sep-
erntely ~'lere the same indl viduals as those in the group. 
Friedman (1929) thinks cowbirds are usunlly monogamous and 
that the breeding birds occupy definite territories elthough 
these t~rritories are not defended. The breeding birds tend 
to gather in small flockc during pErt of each dRY to for&ge 
for food, according to him. They also group together after 
the breeding season. Friedman believes that the groups of 
these parasi tee most commonly seen D.re groups such s.s those 
described or groups of 1m~ature (ana-year) non-breeding 
birds. 
The field sparrows seemed equally disturbeo. "li th the 
presence of a group or just a single cowbirc1, f'.nd wi th one 
exception were all'w.ys observed to do everything possible to 
drl ve these pa.rasi tee 8"iJBY. The one occasion a cOl-Tbird WD.S 
unmolested in a field spar-row terri tory weB cn June 3, the 
day efter lOF began building nest 10-2. The cowbird was 
wi thin twenty feet of both birds and fin8.11y flew arU:.y of 1 ts 
own volltion. No explsnetion Cen be given for this unusuel 
behavior. 
The unmc.ted males as well as the ms.teCi ones liere obser-
ved chasing cowbirds from their domain, however the mated 
ones did this much more frequently. This \I}"88 probably due 
IIJore to the presence of cowbirds arouno. nesting areAS than 
where there were no field cparrow nests. The females were 
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even quite t-Tilling to attack the cowbird and. in a few in-
stances decidedly took the initiat1ve over their mates 1n 
th1s act. The female cowbirds were usually quite easily 
chased. They seemed to rely upon sneaking into the territory 
unseen and remaining qu1etly, observing all that went on, but 
as soon as they were discovered they flew readily. 
Male cowb1rds rarely entered a field sparrow nest1ng ter-
ritory unless they were 1n the company of one or two females. 
When these paras1tes were in a group, the fi~ld sparrows us-
ually found it quite difficult to dr1ve them off his domain. 
In the attack, the ~parrow usu8,lly made no carect con-
tact w1 th the cowbird; howe.ver, there were several 1nstances 
when he Was seen actually colliding with his enemy. This oc-
curred both in flight and while the cowbird was perched. 
Egg-laying 
Fr1edman (1929) stated, "The Cowbird ordinarily f1nds 
the nests it victimizes by \-mtching the birds build". This 
conclusion coincides with these observations. Very often the 
female cowbird would attempt to watch from a tree or shrub 
very close to the spot where a f1eld sparrow nest was be1ng 
built. Sometimes she also observed the nest-building from 
the top of one of the taller trees some distance avlay. 
Thirty cowbird eggs were found on the area and all but 
one of these were in field sparrow nests. This does not 
necessarily indicate that the cowbird was specific for field 
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sparrows. However, there is an indication that the parasite 
used field sparrow nests more than those of any other species 
in the same area. 
Since field sparrows were nesting dur1ng the entire cow-
bird breeding season and since there were more field sparrow 
nests ths.n nests of any other spec1es it is ree.sonable to ex-
pect a higher percentage of parasitism with this species. 
Of the thirty-three field sparrow nests found, one-halt 
of them (sixteen) were known to contain cowbird eggs. Only 
tour were found in which it was certDin that no parasitism oc-
curred. There were thirteen nests th8t "'lere found after the 
senson was over and it was imposs1ble to determine "'lhether or 
not cowbird eggs had been deposited in them. It was esti-
mated that one-half ot these (seven) did contain parasitic 
eggs. This assumption was made on the basis of the time the 
nests were built. To summarize, of twenty nests in which it 
was possible to determine the status of parasitism, sixteen 
(elghty per cent) contained cowb1rd eggs. Of all thirty-
three nests tound, it is estimated that twenty-three (seventy 
per cent) were psrasitised. 
There were sixteen nests found of species other than 
those of the field sparrow in which egg-laying occurred dur-
ing the cowbird breeding period. (Table 17). Only one (six 
per cent) conts.lned a cowblrd egg. This egg 't'JaS in a gold-
finch nest. 
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Table 17 
Nests of Species Other Than the Field Sparrow 
Found During the Cowbird Breeding Season. 
Species 
Brown thrasher, Toxostom~ rufum 
Indigo bunting 
Robin 
No. of nests found 
3 
1 
1 
Yellow-billed cuckoo, Coccyzus americanus 
americanus 3 
Grasshopper sparrow 1 
Western meadowlark, Sturnella neglesta 1 
Goldfinch b 
Total 16 
The cowbird breeding seaSon extended from early May until 
the end of July. Most of the egg-laying was completed by the 
end of June (Table 19). Only two cowbird eggs were known to 
have been lald in July. One wae deposited in nest 15-2 on 
July 21, more than six days after the female field sparrow 
had started incubation. The other was laid in a goldfinch 
nest on July 31. 
Friedman (1929) did not mention the time of day cowbirds 
usually lay their eggs. He mentions one instr~ce in which a 
cowbird laid its egg in a robin's nest at 7:30 A.M. From this 
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author's observations, the cowbirds tended to lay their eggs 
in the morning (7 A.M. to 9 A.M.) after the field sparrow had 
deposited its egg.or in the late afternoon between 4 P.M. and 
6 P.l-i. Hann (1937) observed cowbirds entering the ovenbird's 
nest early 1n the morning before it was entirely light. 
Table lS 
Cowbird Egg-laying Intensity in Each Tv,'o-l'reek Period 
During Their Breeding Season. 
No. of eggs laid 
May 
1-15 
9 
May 
16-31 
5 
June 
1-15 
6 
June 
16-30 
g 
July 
1-15 
o 
July 
16-31 
2 
Cowbirds were never seen in the act of destroying or re-
moving field sparrm1 eggs from the nest. However I there is 
very strong evidence indicating that cowbirds removed field 
sparrow eggs before depositing their Olm. In seven nests, one 
or more sparrow eggs were removed less than a day before the 
cowbird eggs were laid. There were only three parasitised 
nests in which it is certain that eggs were not removed be-
forehand. Nest 15-2 presented tl-l0 unusual s1 tue.tions. It 
WaS found ",.rhen the female had a~ready started incubation. 
Six days later tl/O of the three eggs le,id were missing and 
one cowbird egg ·Has in their place. The femole finally aban-
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doned the nest on the eleventh ds.y after the observer first 
discovered it. The eggs were not hatched. This is the only 
case in "",hich more than one egg was removed for .ea.oh cO~J'bird 
egg laid. It is also the only case in vlhich a cO'<1blrd laid 
its egg more than two days after incubation started. 
The number of cowbird eggs in each nest parasitlsed 
ranged from one to four and averaged two (Table 19). 
Table 19 
Numbers of COl-Tbird Eggs Laid Per Neet in the 
Seventeen Nests under Close Observation. 
Number of eggs per nest 4 3 2 1 0 
Number of nests 1 2 6 4 4 
Averaged per para-
sitlsed nest 2.0 
Total of cowbird 
eggs 13 
Total of field 
sparrow eggs 27 
Rates of cowbird 
eggs to field 
sparrow eggs 1:2 
The ratio of the number of co,",bird eggs laid to the num-
ber of field sparrow eggs laid in the twenty-three nests dis-
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covered during the breeding season was one to two. This coin-
cides with the ratio found in the seventeen nests that were ob-
served from the end of egg-laying or earlier to the end of 
that nesting (Table 19). 
Friedman (1929), in Massachusetts, found that cowbirds 
laid only one egg per nest in over two-thirds of the cases. 
The results of this investigation show they lay that number in 
only one-third of the nests but le,y two eggs in half the nests 
used. 
No record has been found. which reported. field sparroti's 
destroying or removing co"rbird eggs. 
Myrle Jones, custodian of Ledges StDte Park at Boone, 
IOt~~aJ reported to the author that he had seen a case in which 
a field sparrow had built a partial nest bottom over a cow-
bird egg. 
H&tching and success data 
According to Friedman (1929), the incubation period for 
the cowbird egg is ten days. This is about a day leos than 
for the field 'sparrow which naturally given the cowbird a 
better chance for survival. 
A total of twenty-nine cowbird eggs was found in field 
sparrow nests. Only eight (twenty-eight per cent) hatched, 
two (seven per cent) cowbirds left their nest and only one 
(three per cent) survived past,the first week after leaving 
its nest. 
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Table 20 
Number of Cowbird Eggs and Young Lost and Causes for the Loss. 
Total number of cowbird eggs laid 
Eggs lost by: 
1. abandonment of nest 
2. storm 
3. addling 
4. predator 
Total egg loss 
Young in nest killed: 
1. by predstors 
2. storm 
Total lOBS of young in nest 
29 
13 
1 
3 
4* 
21 
'3 
3 
6 
;: No eggs ':ere a.ctually taken by a predator. The eggs addled 
because the nests concerned were ab&ndoned after predators 
took young from the nest. 
These results l?.re in contrast to those of Russel Norris 
(1947) 'Who studied the cowbird in Pennsylvania. He found 
that 42.6 per cent of the eggs hatched and 26.g per cent of 
the eggs pro4uced young. Of the young that hatched, 63.0 per 
cent grew to be fledglings. Only 12.5 per cent grew to be 
fledglings in this study. 
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Figure 31. Young cowbIrd from nest 2-2 
at s1x days ot age. 
The hat-ehing and. survival a ta are based on known re-
sults. Some eggs and young oirda 1n the nest probably es-
claped. the observers attention bat ~~talnly no young cowbird 
grew to be a nedgl1ng \,11 thout being discovered . Therefore, 
even though the Bucce-ss percentages are low, they are most 
l1kely higher than the ,actual 8uooess. 
~ntluence upon field sparro;w 
Th-ere were tw nty-three field sparrow nests tha t were un-
suocessful 1n producing young tha t survived more than a week 
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a.fter le8.ving the nest. Of these, six (t'tJenty-six per cent) 
were abandoned due entirely to the imposition of the cowpird 
€.nd it is very probable that a total of nine (thirty-nine per 
cent) were unsuccessful becf.use of this reason. 
It is difficult to estimate the effect that cowbird eggs 
and young had on the field sparrows in successful nests. No 
obvious starvation of young field sparrows nor their removal 
from the nest was noted as a result of the presence of these 
parasi tee. 
The greatest depre.ssing influence of the cOvlbird "las the 
disturbance of the field sparrow nest to such an extent that 
1 t wa.s abandoned. This occurred efter one or more field 
sparrow eggs had been removed, presumably by a cowbird; hOl-I-
ever the host aid not always desert "Jhen her eggs he,d been re-
moved. In sixty per cent of the ins tances in which eggs I'Jere 
taken, the field sparrow abandoned 1ts nest. 
Predators 
Kinds of predators present 
There were four pa1rs of hawks that used the area reg-
ularly. They ""lere: one pa1r of marsh hal-/ks, Circus 
hudsonius J one pair of Cooper's hEmks, Accipiter cooperi, 
one pair of red-tailed hRWks, Buteo borealis borealis, and 
one pair of sparrow hawks, Falcosparveriue snarverlus. In 
e.ddi tion, broad-t-ringed he.tNks, Buteo pIE'. typterus, ,,!ere oc-
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ct:'.slonally seen flying overhead. 
One p£,ir of great horned o~.!ls. Bubo virglnisnus virgln-
1 anus , used the e.rea con~tE:nt1y and 1'Jere 8een ulmost d~ily 
d.uring the lost heIr of the summer. Two of their pellets 
\<fere found End eXB.mlned. 'They contained p2.rts of t"110 cotton-
tails. Syl vilsf!us florid.anus mearnai, three mice (one was Mus 
Eusculus musculus) and a smsll unidentified bird feather. 
A pair of barred owls, Strix varia varia, waS seen oc-
casionally, especially nea.r the eastern portion of the area. 
One pellet was found. It contained remains of one cotton-
tail and parts of two mice. 
Fox squirrels, Sciuru8 nlger ruflventer, nested in the 
woods south of the area and frequented this tract daily. 
They were usually seen in the evenings until dusk and lese 
often in the early mornings •. At least four used this area 
constantly. There was a great denl of sign of their activity 
in valley B which bordered a corn field. 
There were about two pairs of Franklin ground squlrrels, 
Citellus fr~nkllnl, End four pairs of the thirteen-striped 
ground squirrels, Cltellus tr1decemlineatus tr1decemlineatus. 
On September 22 J t't'lO rats, Rattus norvegicus, were found 
dead. One vI::' S 1n number 7 terri tory ::nd the other "rlE.S 1n 
number territory. No live ones were seen during the summer. 
One bull snake, Pi tuouhis Bayi sayi, (Figure 32) 1-'as 
found in territory number 12 on July 10, but was not seen 
again. Severel garter snakes, Thf.!mnophis, were found at var-
lous tlmes durlng the summer. 
~10 palrs of blue jays, Cyanocltta. £!lstata cristata, 
~Jere on the areB, frequently although they nested elsewhere. 
One pa.lr 1<I<::.S usually found nee,r the eastern PE'..rt \t~hile the 
other tr[~velled up end dO'tyn velley C in the Hestern hnlf of 
this trect. 
Two palrs of house ",rens nested on or very near the area 
while a third pair "'88 seen occaslonDlly in the southwestern 
corner neer terrltory number 13. 
Shrews and mice were probably present. 
Extent of predator damage 
Seven young field sparrows '!f!ere taken from four nests • 
• ~ll dieappeared vli thln a perlod of nineteen deys betv!een June 
30 and July 19. F1ve young from three of these neste i.-lere 
taken betl':een June 30 and July S. The only evidence that 
could be found which would help to identify the predator w~s 
the prosence of a hole 1n two nests. This hole \-lC.S about one 
inch in diameter in each case and was locnted in the slde of 
the nest. One nest \-laS in a clump of weeds only three inches 
from the ground -;.,.h1le the other 't,laR ln a In<:\SG of bluegrass 
and bindweed about ten inches orf the ground. No other pred-
ator sign could be found. GrE~sR aronnd the nests 1:1~.B not 
m~tted down, the nests were not torn ~p~rt end neither hair 
nor feathers could be found on the surrounding branches. 
Three mouse traps were b81ted end Bet around nest 2-2 but 
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nothing was . caught . Two d ays af ter the traps were removed a 
predator took t 0 young field sparrows and a cowb1rd from t.he 
nest. 
Figure 32. Bull s naketh t 
\'la s found 1n re-
searoh area on 
July 10, 1947. 
Predators accounted for twenty-four per cent of the loss 
of young field sparrows stl1l 1n the nest. The extent of 
their damage to the birds after leaving the nest is not known. 
At least six birds d1ed after leaving the nest while only ten 
survived. 
The critical periods for young field sparrows seems to be 
the f1rst or second day a tter hatching and during the f1rst 
three days after leaving the nest. The first danger per10d 
in this stud1 may bav~ been oaused largely by the observer 
golng to the nests , thus leavlng a t~ail tor predators to 
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follow. This Same element might enter 1nto the second danger 
period aleo but would have less influence on the mortality in 
this case. 
·The only predator aotually seen in the act of destruction 
lfas a house wren. At 5: 30 A. M. on August 1, the morning after 
the first egg was laid in nest 3-5 J a house wren wa.S seen 
scratching and tearing the nest apart. The- field sparrows were 
not present during the three m1nutes the wren was on the nest. 
Three M s.nt} 3F abandoned their nest after this mutilat10n ot 
it. This 1s the only case ln t"hlch an egg was destroyed by a < 
predator. 
Nestlng Success 
There were thirty-three nests built ln area'A but only 
eighteen (fifty-four per cent) of these were found while they 
were belng used. Four more were located during the nest1ng 
season, but after they had been e.bandoned. Th1s makes a total 
of twenty-two nests (sixty-seven per oent) found sometlme dur-
lng the nestlng season. The other ten were located the fol-
lowing winter after all the grass and light vegetation had 
been flattened by the weather. Under these oonditions, pos-
sibly every nest waS found that was bu1lt by f1eld sparrows 
during the preoeding sea.son. There is no e vldence in the ob-
servatlons ind1catlng the existence of add1tlonal neste. The 
usual assumptlon by b1ologists is that about seventy per cent 
of the nests will be found in most investigations. The ac-
tual success of f1nding nests 1n this research (sixty-seven 
per cent) concurs well with this probable success. 
There were seventeen nests that were under observat1on 
from the ·time of incubation or earlier to the end of nest1ng. 
The following data are based on results 1n these seven-
teen nests. There were forty-five eggs laid on an average of 
2.65 eggs per nest. Ten nests (5g.g per cent) contained the 
twenty-seven eggs that hatched~ Fourteen young birds left 
from s1x nests. Seven of these fourteen sux-vi ved more than 
three days after leaving the nest and all seven l1ved at 
least unt1l m1gration t1me. 
Mrs. N1ce (1937) reported a h1gh of 45.5 per cent fledg-
1ng success w1th the song sparrow 1n 1931 and a low of 19.0 
per cent 1n 1933. Only s1xteen per cent were fledged 1n th1s 
study. 
'1alk1nshaw in report1ng on the field sparrow 1n Mich1gan 
(1945> had 3.26 eggs per nest compared w1th 2.65 aocorO.1ng to 
th1s study. 
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Table 21 
Nesting Success 
Success in the Success in all 
17 nests under 33 nests found 
close observa-
tion 
Number Per cent Number Per cent 
Eggs laid 45 62 
Eggs hatched 27 60 
Young that left nest 14 31 
Young that survived 7 ~6 12 
-
Average young sur-
0.41 0.36 vival per nest 
No. of success-
ful nests 6 35 ~o 33 
Avers.ge young sur-
vival per success-
ful nest 1.17 1.20 
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Table 22 
Comparison of Nesting Success between Findings 
in This Study and Those of Walkinshaw (1945). 
Nesting success in Nesting success 
Walkinshaw's study this study 
Per cent Per cent 
Nests in which 
young hatched g1.25 5S.g 
Nests from which 
young left 62.5 35·3 
Eggs hatched 75·51 60.0 
Young that left nest 55.10 31.1 
Feeding by the Field Sparrow 
Time and freauency 
in 
Field sparrows began feeding even before it was completely 
light in the mornings. One exceptional case waS noted in 
which the female (7F) stayed on her nest incubating until one 
hour and thirty-five minutes after her mate began to sing. 
She had not fed since the previous evening. 
During the nesting period, the female appears to be more 
regular in her feeding than the male. She tends to eat less 
frequently but remains on the feeding ground for a longer 
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time ths.n her mate. The male, on the other hand, eats very 
frequently but usuelly for no more than three or four m1nutes 
at a t1me. The female averages fourteen mInutes at each 
feedIng per10d during incubation. Evidentally her duties of 
bu1ld1ng, brooding end incubo.t1ng modify her feeding. Dur-
ing periods of non-nesting, the female seems to have the same 
irregule.r feed1ng hab1 ts !lS the male. 
,Although f1eld sparrows eat heavily in the early morning, 
their evening meol lc:sts over a longer per10d • 
. As the seeson progresses from early to middle and late 
summer, these birds feed less dur1ng the middle of the day. 
On the very hot July and August days, their intensive feeding 
period ends about nIne o'clock in the morning and doesn't be-
gin again until six or six-thirty at nIght. They do feed in-
termittently dur1ng the day but only for brief periods. 
Kinds of food 
AccordIng to the U. S. Dep~rtment of Agriculture (1945) 
the diet of the field sparrow is as follows: Insects forty 
per cent, weed seeds forty per cent, grains four per cent, 
other sixteen per cent. Of the insects, beetles and grass-
hoppers are the most Important food. T. Gilbert Pearson and 
others in Birds of America (1936) state that results trom an 
investigation showed the following: 
••••• of 175 specimens of the Field Sparrow col-
lected during alL.;months of the year from fifteen 
states and the DIstrict of Columbia showed 41 per 
cent animal materIal and 59 per cent vegetable. 
From observations of their feeding, it waS Impossible to 
ascertain the diet. Most of the feedIng was done on the ground 
early in the season but as the Geomitrld larvae beoame avail-
able, tbebirds were seen much more frequently in trees and 
shrubs. 
During the first and middle of June, small wh1te moths, 
Bapta vestaliata, (Guen.) were very numerous around "the haw-
thorne trees. The field sparrows were seen eatIng these 
moths quite extensIvely. Occasionally they wIll attempt to 
catch insects on the wing, but naturally are not nearly as 
adept at this as the flycatchers. 
Songs and Notes 
Variations in song and note 
Each male field sparrow had at least t\40 dIfferent songs 
and three or four notes. The female did not sing but ex-
pressed herself with notes similar to those of the male. 
The alarm note was very sharp, loud and usually uttered 
constantly and rapidly. As their alarm diminished, the notes 
remained the same, but the tempo was reduced. Another chIp 
that waS heard waS used for a variety of purposes. The fe-
male uttered it when flying to the nest with buildIng mater-
lal or food. The male used it often while he was flying. A 
third note was similer to the above one but was not as loud 
and had less emphasis to it. This was often heard when the 
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birds y1ere feeding or ,,,hen the male called the female from her 
nest. The fourth note waS actusll] &. rapid series of soft, 
quiet notes. It could \-lell be described by the word fltwi tter-
ing". This seemed to denote contentment, satisfaction and 
harmony. It was heFJ'd 1~hen a ma.le fed his roB.te during inoubp .. -
tlon, at times ,..rhen they were feeding together and lW.S oc-
casionally uttered by the male after copuletion. 
Songs varied considerably between each of the meles 
(Table 23). In fact, after some concentration, it we.S pos-
sible to differentiate bet~een the songs of each of the fif-
teen males in the area. This fa.ct s.ided the study a great 
deal since males could be identified as known individuals 
from a. considerable dist8nce. In a study such as this, it is 
very important to be able to identify individuals readily. 
Since the females did not sing, it was more difficult to dif-
ferentiate between them. 
The songs in Table 23 illustrate the great variation 
that can be found in the various songs of different indiv-
idual birds. HOTvever, all start their normal songs slowl1 
with three or four long notes then accelerate until they end 
in a trill. 
In addition to their normal songs, each male also sang 
another type mostly early in the morning or in the evening 
ebout dusk. This author has named it the vesper song. The 
field sparrow invariably begins "ii th this song in the morn-
ing, but within fifteen minutes to half an hour shifts to his 
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normal song. Oocasionally he will quietly utter it during the 
day but usually it isn't heard again until evening when he 
gradually picks it up again. Instead of beginning with sev-
eral long notes, the vesper song starts with a trill followed 
by the long notes characteristio of the individuals normal 
song, succeeded by ~nother trill and oontinuing through two 
to five such rotations. There is less differentiation be-
tween the individual vesper songs. than between the norID8~ 
songs. 
5M 
214 
7M 
Ta.ble 23 
Variations in Songs ot Several Male Field Sparrows. 
(Illup.trated Graphicp.lly) 
/ 
~ ~ """' ~ ", --_._--/ 
gIt. ,//,/ ~.---.--- -... --, 
l011i -
--
- _.-.. 
13H - --
Typical vesper song -.. ----- --- ~ --. 1 ---.- .. -- ,"\ ---_ .. _-._---
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The beginning and cessation of'song 
~ield sparrows are among the earliest of the singers, us-
uallybeginning about an hour before sunrise. From these ob-
servations only the short-billed ma.rsh wren, Cistothorus 
stelluris, and the grasshopper sparrow started singing earlier 
than the field sparrow (Table 24) in this habitat. The males 
begin at different times but usua.lly within ten minutes after 
the first fIeld sparrow song had been uttered, all the males 
had Joined in the chorus. It takes approximately five mInutes 
for any individual to break into full song after he has first 
started with a few syllables. 
Each field sparroll varied in the length of time it sang 
its vesper song. Some only used four or five vesper songs 
before starting on the regular ones while others sang up to 
forty minutes before they changed. 
The peak of intens1ty in singing WF.S from twenty minutes 
after the beginn1ng of song to forty minutes afterwards. On 
June 27 there were s1xty-seven songs heard 1n a f1ve minute 
interval betl'leen 4:35 A.M. and 4:40 A.l~. One hour later there 
were fifty-two songs heard from the same spot and in the next 
two hours, similar periods showed an intensity of fifty-five 
and fifty-six songs respectively. At no other time of the 
day is the volume so strong or the frequency so great as 
about he.lf an hour before sunrise. 
In the evening the song 1ntensity is conSiderably greater 
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than dur1ng m1d-day but not nearly as great as in the morning. 
As dusk approaches the singing changes largely to vesper songs 
which are uttered in a more subdued tone and less frequently. 
The singing cont1nues until 1t isr~lmost dark. On July 10, 7M 
sang the last song at 8:20 P.M. All field sparrows stopped 
singing within a period of eight minutes. 
Table 24 
Beg1nning of Morning Song of Various Species* 
Species 
Short-billed marsh wren 
Grasshopper sparrow 
Field Sparrow 
Robin 
12M 
14M 
6M 
7M 
8M 
11M 
Catbird, Dumete11a caroliensis 
Brown thrasher 
Mourn1ng dove 
Western meadowlark 
Dickcissel 
Time started singing 
before 3:25 A.I-l. 
3:40 
3:44 
3:48 
3:50 
3:51 
3:51 
3:52 
3:58 
4:01 
4:07 
it- :14 
4:37 
4:38 
.Observat1ons on June 28, 1947; sunrise at 4:46 A.M. 
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Variations in singin~ intensity 
Variations in relatlon to time of lear. There is a con-
siderable variation in singing intenslty from the beglnnlng 
to the end ot Bummer. Soon after the birds first arrive their 
song is at its zenith. It a male remains single through the 
whole summer, his singing continues to be qui te co'nstsnt until 
the middle or end ot August when there is a noticeable decline. 
This decre8sed intensity appears to be ESsociated more with 
molt than with any other factor. The singlng drops off in in-
tensi ty and at the Same time changes in its sound. It is fa,l-
tering and incomplete, becoming shorter and less audible until 
the song stops completely. The cessation of song coincides 
approximately vii th the height ot the molt. The bird hHs no 
song for at least a week according to these observatlons and 
at times thls quiet period may ls.st for almost tt;o weeks. 
Then the bird regains its ability to sing end contlnues until 
migration time but with conslderably less intensity than for-
merly. 
Ten M dld not sing from August 14 through August 27, or 
a period of two weeks. Eight M dld not stop singing until 
P.ugust 2g ,·!hen he We.S at the height of molt. 
This 'oeriod of cessation of song a.ppears to be caused by 
the loss ot ability to sing rather than upon a voluntary basis. 
The field snarrow songs Bounds altogether different Just pre-
vious to this period than during the rest of the sumrr.er. It 
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is a song that sounds hesitant, coarse and rather like that 
of an immature bird. 
There is very little singing done at the time of flock-
ing, but occaSional songs may be heard even then. It 1s not 
the full, strong song of the early season, however. 
Date 
June 17 
June 30 
July 10 
July 15 
July 29 
Aug. 14 
Table 25 
Variations in Singing Intensity of 11M 
(an Unmated Male) 
Rate per hour* Time of day 
observations were 
114-. 10 A.l·~. 
150 11 A.l<1. 
94 4- P. J-i. 
120 g A.M. 
0 g A.M. 
20 g Po. M. 
made 
i all observations were made over a period of from thirty min-
utes to two and a hD.lf hours. 
Ve.rlations in relation to l'feather. Tempers.ture seems to 
affect the singing intensity much more than sunshine or rain. 
If the weather is warm, field sparrow songs may be henrd ex-
oept during the hardest of rain storms. Singing continues in 
light rains. Observations were mnde to determine variations 
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in intensity in relation to sunny or olouay days but no corre-
lation could be found. 
On M&y 2g, the day of the snow storm mentioned earlier in 
this paper. no field sparrow song was heard. The high was 5g 
degrees F., the low was 32 degrees F. There was a strong wind 
all day. The follo\Oling day had a high of 55 degrees F. and a 
low of 31 ,degrees F. There was little wind, however, and the 
~un was out for part of the afternoon. Singing 'tfaS noted. but 
it fell far short of the usual volume. 
The' very high temperatures during July and August sup-
pressed field sparrow singing during the middle of the day. 
In api te of thiS, the field sparrow WB.S the most persistent 
singer 1n the .tield and his song could be heard at al,l times 
of the day. The morning and even1ng intens1ty remained quite 
constant until the molt. 
Intensity variation between mated and unmated males. As 
already mentioned, the song intensity is at its peak soon 
after the birds arrive in the spring. However, at the time a 
male beoomes mated his song stops abruptly and he remains 
quiet for several days. After that the intensity of his song 
1s an exoellent indication of his nesting activity. During 
periods of nesting, the mated male sings but not as frequent-
ly as the unmated males. However, if his mate abandons the 
nest for any reaSon, his rate ot singing takes a sudden up-
ward Jump and no significant difference oan be seen between 
him and the slngle male at this t1me (Table 26). 
Bird No. 
6M 
'7M 
8M 
6M 
7M 
g}.{ 
10M 
6M 
7M 
101-1 
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Table 26 
Var1ation in Singing Intens1ty 
between Nest1ng and Non-nest1ng Me.les 
Status Date S1nging Time of 
1ntensity observa-
in songs tion 
per hour 
unmated June 30 14-4- 11 A.M. 
ma.ted June 30 10 11 A.M. 
unmated June 30 190 11 A.M. 
unma.ted July S 116 10 A.H. 
mated July g 0 10 A. ~1. 
unmated July 8 IgS 10 A. }wI. 
mated July S 105 . 10 A. J.1. 
unmated July 10 4-4 4 P.M. 
unmated July 10 60 4 P.J.f. 
mated July 10 54 4 P.M. 
Dispos1tion 
of mate 
no mate 
incubat1ng 
no mate 
no mate 
incub13.ting 
no mste 
not nesting 
no mate 
mate dis-
appeared 
on July 9. 
not nesting 
The above table Illustrates the typIcal song VarIations 
be~¥een nestIng and non-nesting birds. The nesting birds us-
ually sing a little more then is shown by 7M in this table 
but there is invariably a signifioant differenoe be~leen the 
two groups. Table 26 demonstrates the change from singing of 
low intensity by a male with a nesting mate to a high inten-
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s1 ty of song by II mn.le \·Jhich lost its mate (refer to 7!vl on 
July g and July 10). Ten F was not nestIng on July g and this 
1s reflected in the singing of 10N on these days. 
This difference in the amount cf singing helped the ob-
server to keep a check on the st&tus of each pair. It was an 
&ld In gettIng more complete informatIon on the nesting and 
matIng status. 
The field aparrow always chose a perch several feet from 
the ground from which he sang (Figures 29 and 32). They 
never s&ng whIle on or withIn five feet of the ground. 
Joseph Hickey (1943) noted that the field Sparrow requires a 
sInging perch of at least twelve feet. Observations in this 
study indicate that the height stated by Hickey is generally 
true but on occasions they will sing from perches only five 
feet above the ground. 
P~l of the males had definite singing perches. Thirteen 
l-r &lweys sang from the top of a thIrty 1'oot honey locust, 
.q.ledi tsla tr1acanthos. Seven 1·1 sang frOID many perches but 
usually used only three. Although the males varied 1n the 
number of s1nging peI'ches they used, none of them used more 
than three regular ones. 
,stimul& tion by a neighbor's song. (l'here seemed to be a 
tendency for some males to sing when their neighbors sang. 
Th1s was especially in the case of 71-1 and 614, 111'4 and 1214, SM 
and ID·i. 
Of these only 7M and 6M seemed to be especially antagon-
Gel-
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ist1c toward ea ch other. 130t» 12M aad 8M we'!'e stimula ted to 
s1nging by 11M bU.t tne reciprocal was not true. It was notecl. 
that 8M" tor insta:nee, waS freCiluellt1y Bot stimula ted to sing-
ing by 11M's song. But the opposite wa.s true so much of the 
time tha t 1 t seemed. signifIcant. 
F1gure 33. Nest 3-1. The 
apple tree on th. 
right served a s 
3M1s ta~orl te 
singing perch. 
T~e arrow on th. 
lett shows the 
pl acement ot 
nest 3-1. 
Relationshi p between the Field Sparrow and Goldfinch 
Goldfinches and field sparrows are fOURd breeding in the 
same type of habl t a t. In' the area under cbs·ervs. tlon, field 
sparrows were· the mest common specles of birds present but 
goldf1nches ranked only sllgli1l.1 behInd. '!'here were fourteen 
field cp &.rreY tet"r1 tories wh1le th~ goldfinches c'overed ap-
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proximately the same area with eleven territories. There were 
thirty-three field sparrow nests and twenty-seven goldfinch 
nests found. Both speoies built their nests in the Bame type 
of cover, i.e., small trees and shrubs, and they both fre-
quented the hillsides rather than the 'more densely overgrown 
bottomlands. 
The field sparrows bull t their nests s@mewhat lower than 
~he goldfinches, but this ls partially due to the ea.rlier nest-
ing season of the former. It was noted earlier in this paper 
that the distance field sparrow nests we~e built from the 
ground was proportional to the height of ground cover. 
Breeding season 
The first goldfinch nest for the season was started on 
July 12. Only four of the thirty-three field sparrow nests 
found were built after this date. Six of the twenty-seven 
goldfinoh nests were started before all field sparrow nesting 
was complete so there was only a breeding season,confliot of 
seventeen per cent. 
Discussion 
The author included observations of the goldfinch in 
this study on the suggestion by Dr. Paul Errington that there 
might be a complementary relationship between the two birds. 
Time was lImIted for extensive study of this problem but from 
the limi~ed information gained, it seems very probable that 
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these two species have such little conflict and are able to 
me.intain their breed1ng rates only because ot the alternation 
of breed1ng seasons. Since both use the same hab1 te.t, the 
same nest1ng cover, and the same or similar food, there 1s a 
great opportunity for conflict which would result in a loss 
to each spec1es. But since their breeding occurs generally 
at d1fferent times, this conflict does not materialize. It 
~ppears that a more thorough study of the relationsh1p be-
tween these two species might prove prof1table. 
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SmmARY 
A l1fe h1story study was made of the field sparrow in 
the vicinity of Ames, Iowa, during the 1947 season. Observa-
tions were ch1efly made on a thirty-one acre abandoned pas-
ture about three-fourths of a mile northeast of Iowa State 
College. The area is very hilly and has ~iO streams crossing 
it. The predominant ground cover is Kentucky bluegrass, the 
understory ls mainly shrubby hawthorne trees whlle the over-
story of cottonwood, green ash and Engllsh walnut is located 
only along the streams and in the bottom land. 
The first field Sparrow arrlval reported ln the vicln1ty 
of Ames was on Aprll 5. None were seen ln the area studled 
until Aprll IS. The late arrlval of these blrds seemed to be 
correlated more wlth heavy ralns than with the unusual cold, 
however both factors no doubt contrlbuted to thls lateness. 
The bulk of the fleld sparrows arrlved between Aprll 20 and 
April 2S, a period in which there was no preclpitation. 
Fleld sparrows were seen flocklng with other specles more 
ln the fall tha.n ln the spring. 
The first terrltory to be established was proclalmed by 
gM on April 23. 
Most of the males l"lere mated wi thin a week or ten days 
after their arrival on the breeding ground but three rema1ned 
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unmated for the whole season. Only six of the fourteen males 
in the area remained mated for the whole season. There were 
fi ve feme.le field sparrows that were either killed or deserted 
their mates. 
Copulation was always observed to take place before mid-
morning and usually waS during the period of nest-building. 
The greatest activity 1n nest-building occurred during 
the first half of the two months of May and July. Each of 
these periods had less .than 0.5 of an inch of rainfall. Six 
weeks of unusua~ly heavy rainfall separated these two per10ds 
of greatest nesting activity. 
A sudden cold spell with snow, rain and sleet occurred 
on May 2g. This unusual weather affected the field sparrows 
very noticeably. Three nests inoluding nine young field 
sparrows and one egg were destroyed by this storm. Other 
nests that had not been found were no doubt also destroyed. 
Th1s storm had the effect of nullifying one nesting for al-
most every pair on the ares .• 
The first sign of nest-bu1lding was on May g and the 
last nest waS started on July 28. These nests were both con-
structed by the same female. There were from one to five 
nests built by each female but averaged only 2.6. The aver-
age number of nests per pair for the six pa1r that were mated 
throughout the summer was 3.6. It took the female from twenty-
f1ve to thirty days to rear one brood and start a new nest. 
Nests were placed on or near the ground early in the 
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season and built progressively higher as the ground cover 
gained height. Most of the nests (sixty-nine per cent) uere 
placed in hawthorne shrubs and twenty-eight per cent were in 
l'leed clumps. 
The nest Was built completely by the female. Most of 
the nest-building 'tolaS done before midmorning. It usually 
takes the female three days to complete the nest. The nest 
1s loosely constructed of grass with a little animal hair and 
plant fibers worked into it. 
Egg-laying begins the day after the nest is completed. 
One egg is laid each morning after that until the clutch is 
complete. There were three field sparrow eggs laid in elghty-
five per cent of the nests in which egg-laying WaS completed. 
The rest contained four eggs apiece. Cowbird parasitism in-
creased the average clutoh size to over four eggs per non-
abandoned nest. 
Inoubation usua.lly began sometime during the day pre-
vious to the lnying of the last egg. The female did all the 
incubating and was called from the nest by her mate in 
seventy per cent of the oases noted. The female averages 
thirty-four minutes of brooding at a time while the inouba-
tion period is eleven days. The male ocoasionally fed his 
mate while she was on the nest. 
One case was noted in ~hioh an egg hatched by the heat 
of the sun after the nest had been abandoned. 
Both male and female shared the feeding responsibility 
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throughout the nest life of the young. The female spent more 
than fifty per cent of the daylight hours hovering her young 
during the first three days after their hatching. Hovering 
Was discontinued after the sixth day. The number of feeding 
trlps increased from 3.7 per hour on the first day to 12.0 on 
the seventh day after hatching. Larvae compr1sed seventy-one 
per cent of the food taken to young field sparrows. 
SIx young and two adults were banded with Biological 
Survey bands and colored celluloid bands. 
-Field sparrows normally leave the nest at the age of 
seven or eight days. They are unable to fly at this time. 
They become independent of their parents when they are from 
twenty-seven to thirty-four days old. Independence seems to 
stem more from the adult than from the young bird. 
The fourteen resIdent male field sparrows claImed eighteen 
of the thlrty-one acres in the area studied. The territories 
ranged in size from three-fourths of an acre to two acres. 
Non-mated males held the smallest territories. Non-territor-
lal Rreas are used mainly for feeding or arc ignored. Very 
few dlsputes were seen in these neutral areas. 
Field sparrowB recognize cowblrds as an enemy and attack 
these birds quite relentlessly. Both male and female share in 
driving the paraslte off their territory. 
Between seventy and e1ghty per cent of the field sparrow 
nests were parasitised by the cowbird. Only six per cent of 
the nests of other species ln this area contained cOivbird eggs. 
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There is very strong evidence indicating that cowbirds 
otten remove an egg of the host before laying their own egg. 
There was an average of two cowbird eggs laid in each nest. 
The ratio 0: the total number of cowbird eggs laid to the 
total number of field sparrow eggs is pne to two. Of the 
twenty-nine cowbird eggs laid in field sparrow nests, twenty-
eight per cent hatched and three per cent produced fletlglings. 
Abandonment of the nest oaused fifty-two per cent of the 
total cowbird loss. Storm and predators were two other major 
destructive factors. 
Between twenty-six &nd thirty-n1ne per cent of the field 
sparrow nesting loss was caused by abandonment of the nest 
1"'hich wus due directly to the imposition of the cowbirds. 
The only predator that was seen inte~fering with the life 
of the field sparrow was a house wren which tore a field 
sparro"l nest apart and destroyed one egg. Predators accouIlted 
for twenty~four per cent of the loss of young field sparrows 
still in the nest. 
Sixty-seven per cent of the nests built were found dur-
ing the nesting seaSon. 
There were seventeen nests under close observation. In 
these nests, forty-five field sparrow eggs were laid. Ten of 
these nests contained the twenty-seven eggs that hatched. 
Thirty-one per cent of the eggs produced young that left the 
nest but only sixteen per cent produced young that were fledged. 
Thirty-five per cent of the seventeen nests were successful. 
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A tote~ of twelve field sparrows were fledged in the research 
area and all of these survived st least until mIgration t1me. 
Field sparrows began feeding very early in the morning. 
The female ate at more regular intervals than the male while 
she was nesting. According to the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture (1945) the' diet of the field sparrow 1s forty per 
cent insects, forty per cent seed.s, four per cent grains P-lld 
sixteen per cent other meteriaJ.. 
Each male field Sparrow had at least two different songs 
B.nd three or four notes. The female did not sing but uttered 
the same notes a8 the male. E8.ch m~l1e on the area could be 
identified by his 1ndividualistic song. Vesper songs were 
very much alike and were sung mostly in the early morning and 
in the evening. The meles did not sing during the height of 
their molt. This cessation of song appeared to be c3used. by 
the loss of ab1l1ty to sing rather than upon a voluntary 
basis. 
Non-nesting males (u:ated or unmn.ted) had a higher singIng 
1ntensity than nesting males. 
Each male had from one to three favor1te singing perches 
which he habitua.lly ueed. 
The goldf1nchand field sparrow used the same habitat, 
the seme nest1ng cover and the se~e or simIlar food, yet 
there was very little conf11ct between the two species. This 
la.ck of conflict is probably due Ip.rgely to the a1 ternation of 
breeding seasons. 
-lOg.. 
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